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EEBO Early English Books Online
Maunsell Andrew Maunsell, The Catalogue of English Printed
Bookes (2 vols; London, 1595).
OL Oxford Libraries
USTC Universal Short Title Catalogue
Bookseller Identification
Bookseller Stock-list ID Value
Neville Mores (York, 1538) Y1538
Robert Scott (Norwich, 1568-1570) N1568
James Backhouse (Kirkby Lonsdale, 1578) KL1578
Roger Ward (Shrewsbury, 1585) S1585
Christopher Hunt (Exeter, 1603) E1603
Roger Sankey (Ormskirk, 1613) OK1613
Michael Harte (Exeter, 1615) E1615
John Foster (York, 1616) Y1616




AA Educational Books (ABCs, grammars, school books)




E Calendars, Almanacs and Prognostications
EE Economics
F Political Tracts, Ordinances and Edicts
H History and Chronicles






PP Philosophy and Morality
Q Astrology and Cosmography
R Religious
S Science and Mathematics
T Travel, Topography, Maps and Navigational Manuals























many Paris editions) Bible Latin York J. Gachet 1530 36 R Y1538





Church Latin Paris F. Regnault 1526 24 R Y1538





Saxoferrato Latin Lyon? 1 J Y1538
4 digest inforciate Digestum infortiatum Many Justinianus I Latin Paris Multiple 1525-1527 1 J Y1538




Venice Tedeschi Latin Venice Multiple
1518-
1526 1 R Y1538





Saxoferrato Latin Lyon? 1 J Y1538
7 the Institutes Institutiones Many Justinianus I Latin Lyon or Paris Multiple 1500-1538 1 J Y1538
8 degest nouum Digestum nouum 8 editions in 1538 Justinianus I Latin Lyon or Paris Multiple 1 J Y1538










Multiple 1490-1530 1 J Y1538





Tedeschi Latin Venice 1518-
1526
1 R Y1538
12 prymers Latin London or
Rouen
2 R Y1538
13 casus legum Casus longi sup instituta (USTC) 200042 Justinian I Latin Lyon G. de Villiers 1515 1 J Y1538
14 Reportorium legum Repertorium aureum
juris canonici
(USTC) 184309 Durandus Latin Paris F. Regnault 1523 1 J Y1538









16 a litill booke of
duche
Dutch 1 Y1538











18 diogines historicus Many Laertius Latin 1 H Y1538
19 logica Johannis
Roullinos
Many Reuchlin Latin 1 AA, Y? Y1538
20 figura billum Figure Biblie (USTC) 155069 or
(USTC) 155894





Many Sallustus Latin 1 AA, C Y1538





(USTC) 155621 Baldus de
Ubaldis
Latin Lyon V. de
Portonariis






Sermones de sanctis (USTC) 138203 Jacobus de
Voragine






(USTC) 181511 Jacobus de
Voragine











F. Regnault 1533 1 R Y1538
27 repeticiones decem
legum





(USTC) 743568 Bonaventura Latin Cologne C. van
Zierikzee
1505? 1 R Y1538
29 Reynaldus legum
doctor
Many Reynardus Latin 1 J Y1538
30 gracia simplicitatis
cum textu





1534 1 Y Y1538
31 pupilla occuli Pupilla oculi Many Burgo Latin Many Multiple 1510-
1527?
1 AA Y1538













(STC) 11610-17 Johannes de
Garlandia










(BL) 4061.e.47? Gratianus Latin Rome E. Silber 1506 1 R Y1538




Rhetorica divinia Many Arvernus Latin Many 1 R Y1538
37 practica Johannis
de ferarijs
Practica Many Ferrari Latin Many 1 Y1538
38 terencius sine
commento





(USTC) 748778 Schildis Latin Bamberg 1490 1 R Y1538
40 Innocencius de
officio misse
De officio Misse et
sacramento altaris
Many Innocent III Latin 1473-
1520
1 R Y1538
41 fabula Esopa Fabule Esopi cum
commento
(STC) 169-169.5 Aesopus Latin London or
Rouen




















Latin Rouen J. Gachet 1530 1 R Y1538
44 herlogium sapiencie Horologiu Eterne
Sapientie
















46 Viatorium Juris Viatorium juris (USTC) 112058 or
(USTC) 157934






547 medicina saliceti Suma conservationis &
curationi
(USTC) 835370 Guilelmus de
Saliceto
Latin Venice Octauini Scoti 1502 1 V Y1538










50 compendium Juris Compendium juris
canonici
(USTC) 184201 Ravennas Latin Paris G. du Pré 1521 1 J Y1538




Questiones mercuriales (USTC) 112068 Andreae Latin Rouen P. Olivier 1509 1 Y1538
53 dictionarius in
duche





(CL) Norton.c.11 Spauter Latin Strasbourg M. Schurerij 1512 1 AA Y1538
55 ovidius nassenius
sine commento
Many Ovidius Naso Latin 1 AA Y1538
56 exposicio
hymnarum
Expositio hymnorum (STC) 16110-29? Latin 1496-
1518
1 AA Y1538





(CL) Inc.5.D.1.34 Jacobus de
Lenda
Latin Paris A. Bocard 1501 1 R Y1538
59 littill bookes in
frenshe
French 2 Y1538
60 a litill booke 1 Y1538
61 sophismata
buridianj
Sophismata buridani (USTC) 142902 or
(USTC) 760618









664 doctourinalez Doctrinale (STC) 315-320? Or
continental edition
Villa Dei Latin Y1538
65 inperfeccions Y1538




(STC) 11610-17 Johannes de
Garlandia




68 inperfeccions of old
portessez of york
and sarum










Terence? Latin 1 D? Y1538
72 librorum parvorum
vocatorum Prymers
A primer, or booke of
private prayer
(STC) 20377 Anon. English London W. Seres 1568 24 R N1568
73 librorum largorum
vocatorum Prymers
A primer, or booke of
private prayer
(STC) 20377 Anon. English London W. Seres 1568 24 R N1568
74 Psalmorum et
Psalteriorum
The whole booke of
Psalmes collected into
Englush metre
(STC) 2439.5? Sternhold English London J. Day 1569 2 R N1568
75 Psalmorum The whole booke of
Psalmes collected into
Englush metre
(STC) 2439.5? Sternhold English London J. Day 1569 8 R N1568
76 Psalteria litera
Pica
Many 12 R N1568
77 Psalteria litera
Anglicana













meditate upon, and to
say in their families
Earlier edition of
(STC) 6685?




This booke is called the
treasure of gladnesse




The alphabet of prayers
very fruitefull to be
exercised and used of
everye Christian man
(STC) 4558? Cancellar English London H. Denham 1565 2 AA N1568
82 grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 12 AA N1568
83 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar




A shorte dictionarie for
yonge beginners






(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568





(USTC) 407653 Cicero Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1567 2 AA, C N1568
87 Poesium Virgilij Virgilius Collatione
Scriptorum Graecorum
illustratus






(USTC) 401316 Erasmus Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564 2 AA N1568
89 Epistolarum
Ovidij
The heroycall epistles of
the learned poet Publius
Ovidius Naso
(STC) 18940? Ovidius Naso English London H. Denham 1567 2 AA, C N1568
90 Metamorphosios
Ovidij
The .xv. bookes of P.
Ouidius Naso, entytuled
Metamorphosis




three bookes of dueties
(STC) 5283 or
continental edition




The Psalter or Psalmes
of David after the
translation of the greate
Bible, poynted as it shall
be sayde or song in
churches



















Clenardus Greek 1 AA N1568
95 Alphabeticarum
grecarum












(STC) 4845? Or later
edition?






(STC) 4845? Or later
edition?








(STC) 4845? Or later
edition?
Cato Latin London J. Walley 1562 2 AA, C N1568
99 pro presidentes A booke of presidents
exactly written in maner
of a register, newely
corrected








til this present moneth
of November in the
yeare of our Lord God,
1567










Westminster the last day
of September
(STC) 9469-9471 England English London R. Jugge 1566-
1567
1 JO N1568
102 Catichismos Many 100 AA, R N1568
103 Odas vocatas
Balades
Many 100 P, M N1568
104 kalendaria vocata
Almynackes
A new almanacke and
prognostication, for the
yere of our Lorde, M. D.
lxviii





1 AA, C N1568
106 Inquisicions of
Spayne
A discovery and playne
declaration of sundry
(STC) 11996 Gonzalez de
Montes
English London J. Day 1568 2 N N1568
10
subtill practises of the
Holy Inquisition of
Spayne
107 the Arbors of
Amitie




(STC) 13874 Howell English London H. Denham 1568 2 P N1568
108 the modest means
to mariage
A modest meane to
mariage, pleasauntly set
foorth by that famous
clarke Erasmus
Roterodamus







The fearfull fansies of
the Florentine couper
(STC) 11710 Gelli English London H. Bynneman 1568 2 F N1568
111 the fflowers of
ffryndshippe
A brief and pleasant
discourse of duties in
marriage, called the
flower of friendship







(STC) 20379 Anon. Latin London W. Seres 1568 12 AA N1568
113 Psalteria litera
Pica
Many 25 R N1568
114 Odas vocatos
Balades




















A short introduction of
grammar





(USTC) 407653 Cicero Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1567 6 AA, C N1568
119 Catichismos ex
optimis
Many 50 AA, R N1568














The first parte of the
Psalmes collected into
English meter
(STC) 2433 Sternhold English London J. Day 1564 2 R N1568
124 Psalteria litera
Pica
Many 8 R N1568
125 Psalmorum prime
partis
The first parte of the
Psalmes collected into
English meter









(STC) 1753 Becon English London J. Day 1569 2 R N1568
128 Catichismos ex
optimis
Many 25 AA, R N1568
129 Odas Many 50 P N1568
130 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones
Many 6 E N1568
131 kalendaria
perpetua
A blank and perpetuall
almanack
(STC) 401 Anon. English London T. Purfoot 1566 2 E N1568
132 libros largos
vocatos Prymers
A primer, or booke of
private prayer




Many 6 R N1568






(STC) 20812 Record English London R. Wolf 1551 1 S N1568
135 Odas Many 50 P N1568
136 Grammatica
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 6 AA N1568
137 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 6 AA N1568
138 pro presidentes A booke of presidents
exactly written in maner
of a register, newely
corrected









(STC) 8001-8005 England English London Multiple 2 JO N1568
141 Catichismos ex
optimis
Many 50 AA, R N1568
142 libros de
Gargantua
A boke intituled a
dyscription of a
monsterous gyante
Licensed to Print, no
known copies





The jests of Skogyn Earlier edition of
(STC) 21850.3?





like will to like quod the
Devil to the volier very
godly and full of
pleassant mirth
(STC) 11473 Fulwell English London J. Allde 1568 6 D N1568
13
145 Odas Many 100 P N1568
146 Sentenciarum
domine scripture
1 AA, R N1568
147 kalendaria et
Pronosticaciones
Many 25 E N1568
148 the Seven sorowes
of Wemen
The seven sorrows that
women have when theyr
husbandes be deade


















This booke is called the
treasure of gladnesse
(STC) 24192 Anon. English London J. Charlewood 1568 2 R N1568
152 Psalteria Many 6 R N1568
153 Grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar




ever of Erra Pater
(STC) 439.15 Erra Pater English London T. Colwell 1562 6 E N1568
155 kalendaria et
pronosticaiones











The alphabet of prayers
very fruitefull to be
exercised and used of
everye Christian man
(STC) 4558? Cancellar English London H. Denham 1565 1 AA N1568
158 Grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar

















Anon. English 25 M N1568
161 Alphabeticos noues
Abces
ABCs Many 6 AA N1568
162 Odas Many 100 P N1568
163 Catichismos ex
optimis











167 the Treasures of
Gladnes cum
vinettis
This booke is called the
treasure of gladnesse and
semeth by the copie
(STC) 24192 Anon. English London J. Charlewood 1568 4 R N1568
168 librum moralis
Philosophie
A treatice of morall
philosophye containynge
the sayinges of the wyse











This booke is called the
treasure of gladnesse and
semeth by the copie





The alphabet of prayers
very fruitefull to be
exercised and used of
everye Christian man




The first parte of the
Psalmes collected into
English meter
(STC) 2433 Sternhold English London J. Day 1564 2 R N1568
173 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 12 AA N1568
174 Puerilium
Confabulaciones
Many 12 AA N1568
175 Catichismos ex
optimis
Many 25 AA, R N1568
176 pro Precendetes A booke of presidents
exactly written in maner
of a register, newely
corrected
(STC) 3336 Phayer English London R. Tottel 1565 2 JO N1568





Many 12 R N1568
179 the Treasures of
gladnes cum
vinettis
This booke is called the
treasure of gladnesse and
semeth by the copie





(STC) 1747.5 Becon English London J. Day 1567 1 R N1568
181 Communionis cum
Psalteris
The Psalter or Psalmes
of David after the
translation of the greate
Bible, poynted as it shall
be sayde or song in
churches




The alphabet of prayers
very fruitefull to be
exercised and used of
everye Christian man
(STC) 4558? Cancellar English London H. Denham 1565 1 AA N1568
16
183 Psalmorum The whole booke of
Psalmes collected into
Englush metre






The sicke mans salve (STC) 1758 Becon English London J. Day 1568 1 R N1568
186 the Castell of
Healthe secundem










Cato Latin 4 AA, C N1568
189 kalendaria vocata
Almynackes
A new almanacke and
prognostication, for the
yere of our Lorde, M. D.
lxviii
(STC) 422.3? Buckminster English London J. Kingston 1568 6 E N1568
190 kalendaria et
Pronosticaciones
Many 25 E N1568
191 Odas Many 50 P N1568
192 pro Precedentes A booke of presidents
exactly written in maner
of a register, newely
corrected






Testament and the newe
(STC) 2099 Parker English London R. Jugge 1568 1 B N1568











The whole booke of
Psalmes collected into
Englush metre
(STC) 2439.5? Sternhold English London J. Day 1569 3 R N1568




Many 1 R N1568
199 Novi testamenti
Anglici
The Newe Testament in
Englishe





Joquendi, ex P. Terentij
comoediis excerptae
(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568
3 AA, C N1568
201 kalendaria et
Pronosticaciones
Many 25 E N1568




three bookes of dueties
(STC) 5283 or
continental edition
Cicero English London R. Tottel 1568 2 AA, C N1568
204 Insicione et
plantacione Arbor
The craft of graffing and
planting of trees







(STC) 20379 Anon. Latin London W. Seres 1568 12 R N1568
206 Psalteria parva Many 2 R N1568
207 Psalteria litera
Pica





The Newe Testament in
Englishe
(STC) 2873.7 Anon. English London J. Cawood 1569 2 B N1568
209 grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 12 AA N1568
210 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar




Many 12 AA N1568
212 fabularum Esopi
latinos
Aesop Fabulae Many Aesopus Latin Many Multiple 1566-
1570







Cato Latin 4 AA, C N1568
214 Injuncciones
domine Regine
(STC) 8001-8005 England English London Multiple 2 JO N1568
215 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones
Many 25 E N1568




(STC) 10588-93 Evans English London Multiple 6 N1568
217 Novi testamenti ex
impressu Richardi
Jugge
The Newe Testament in
Englishe
(STC) 2873.7 Anon. English London J. Cawood 1569 1 B N1568










The Psalter or Psalmes
of David after the
translation of the greate
Bible, poynted as it shall
be sayde or song in
churches
(STC) 2386 Anon. English London W. Seres 1567 1 R N1568
222 libros largos
vocatos Prymers
A primer, or booke of
private prayer





The castle of Christiaitie
detecting the long erring
estate, aswell of the
Romaine Church, as of
the Byshop of Rome:
together with the
defence of the catholique
faith
(STC) 10590 Evans English London H. Denham 1568 2 M, R N1568
224 Lodovico Evans ed
Eucharista
A shorte treatyse of the
mysterie of the
Euchariste
(STC) 10593 Evans English London T. Purfoot 1569 2 R N1568
225 Assise panis et
serevicio
Here begynneth the
boke named the Assize
of bread, what it ought
to wey after the pryse of
a quarter of wheet and
also the assyse of ale,
with al manner of wood
and cole, lath, bowrde,
and tymber, and the
weyght of butter and
cheese
(STC) 868.6? Anon. English London T. Colwell 1560 2 CC N1568
226 kalendaria et
Pronosticaciones
Many 12 E N1568
227 kalendaria
perpetua
A blank and perpetuall
almanack
(STC) 401 Anon. English London T. Purfoot 1566 2 E N1568
228 Odas Many 100 P N1568
229 Officiorum
Ciceronis latinos
M. Tullii Ciceronis de
officiis lib. III. Cato
maior, vel de senect





(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568
2 AA, C N1568
231 Catichismos Many 25 AA, R N1568






The Newe Testament in
Englishe












(STC) 20379 Anon. Latin London W. Seres 1568 12 R N1568






(USTC) 401316 Erasmus Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564 2 AA N1568
238 Psalmorum The whole booke of
Psalmes collected into
Englush metre






















(STC) 22980 Spagnoli Latin London J. Kingston 1569 1 AA N1568
242 Puerilium
Confabulacones
Many 12 AA N1568
243 Catichismos ex
optimis




A blank and perpetuall
almanack
(STC) 401 Anon. English London T. Purfoot 1566 4 E N1568




Many 25 E N1568
247 papiras de Pape
Alex
The secretes of the
reverende Maister Alexis
of Piemount




249 Odas Many 100 P N1568
250 Psalteria deaurata Many 2 R N1568
251 Psalteria litera
pica




The Psalter or Psalmes
of David after the
translation of the greate
Bible, poynted as it shall
be sayde or song in
churches













(USTC) 404546 Vergilius Maro Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1567 2 AA, C N1568
255 Grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 2 AA N1568
256 Officiorum
Ciceronis latinos
M. Tullii Ciceronis de
officiis lib. III. Cato
maior, vel de senect
7 editions in 1568 Cicero Latin Antwerp G. Silvij 1568 6 AA, C N1568
257 Odas Many 25 P N1568




The first parte of the
Psalmes collected into
English meter
(STC) 2433 Sternhold English London J. Day 1564 2 R N1568
















(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568
4 AA, C N1568
265 Catichismos ex
optimis
Many 100 AA, R N1568
266 Catichismos in
metris




ABCs Many 25 AA N1568
268 Odas Many 100 P N1568
269 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar




271 the Treasures of
gladnesse cum
vinettis
This booke is called the
treasure of gladnesse and
semeth by the copie
(STC) 24192 Anon. English London J. Charlewood 1568 3 R N1568
272 Injuncciones
domine Regine







(STC) 20379 Anon. Latin London W. Seres 1568 12 R N1568









The Psalter or Psalmes
of David after the
translation of the greate
Bible, poynted as it shall
be sayde or song in
churches






(STC) 8001-8005 England English London Multiple 2 JO N1568
279 libros de itinere
Johannis
Hawkyns
A true declaration of the
troublesome voyadge of
M. John Haukins to the
parties of Guynea and
the west Indies
(STC) 12961 Hawkins English London T. Purfoot 1569 4 T N1568
280 Grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar




three bookes of dueties
(STC) 5283 or
continental edition





(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568







(STC) 20379 Anon. Latin London W. Seres 1568 12 R N1568
284 libros largos
vocatos Prymers
A primer, or booke of
private prayer
(STC) 20377 Anon. English London W. Seres 1568 12 R N1568





(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568








three bookes of dueties
(STC) 5283 or
continental edition
Cicero English London R. Tottel 1568 3 AA, C N1568
289 Catichismos ex
optimis
Many 25 AA, R N1568







(STC) 20379 Anon. Latin London W. Seres 1568 12 AA N1568
292 Psalteria Many 2 R N1568
293 Psalteria litera
Pica




The Newe Testament in
Englishe
(STC) 2873.7 Anon. English London J. Cawood 1569 1 B N1568
295 Grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 6 AA N1568
296 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 6 AA N1568
297 Catichismos ex
optimis
Many 25 AA, R N1568




The Psalter or Psalmes
of David after the
translation of the greate
Bible, poynted as it shall
be sayde or song in
churches











A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 3 AA N1568
302 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar





(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568




three bookes of dueties
(STC) 5283 or
continental edition
Cicero English London R. Tottel 1568 2 AA, C N1568
305 Psalteria litera
pica












308 Odas Many 100 P N1568
309 Odarum
Edmundo Bonnar
An epitaph, or rather a
short discourse made
upon the life and death
of D. Bonner




The deceyte of women,
to the instruction and
ensample of all men
yonge and olde
(STC) 6451? Anon. English London W. Copland 1560 6 W N1568
311 Proverbis sine
Adagiorum







(STC) 20379 Anon. Latin London W. Seres 1568 12 R N1568
313 Grammaticas
latines
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 3 AA N1568
314 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar








317 Psalmorum The whole booke of
Psalmes collected into
Englush metre







Cato Latin 4 AA, C N1568
319 kalendariorum et
Pronosticaciones











three bookes of dueties
(STC) 5283 or
continental edition
Cicero English London R. Tottel 1568 6 AA, C N1568
322 Psalteria litera
Pica
Many 12 R N1568




The Newe Testament in
Englishe
(STC) 2873.7 Anon. English London J. Cawood 1569 2 B N1568
325 Acidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 12 AA N1568
326 Grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 6 AA N1568



















(USTC) 407653 Cicero Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1567 6 AA, C N1568
331 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones





333 Odas Many 100 P N1568
334 libros pro remedio
prestis
A dialogue both pleasant
and piety-full, against the
fever pestilence
(STC) 4036? Bullein English London J. Kingston 1564 6 R N1568
335 Enterludes Many 3 D N1568
336 proclamaciones 12 JO N1568







(STC) 20379 Anon. Latin London W. Seres 1568 12 R N1568
339 libros largos
vocatos Prymers
A primer, or booke of
private prayer
(STC) 20377 Anon. English London W. Seres 1568 12 R N1568
340 Treasures of
gladnes deauratos
This booke is called the
treasure of gladnesse and
semeth by the copie





The first parte of the
Psalmes collected into
English meter
(STC) 2433 Sternhold English London J. Day 1564 2 R N1568








The alphabet of prayers
very fruitefull to be
exercised and used of
everye Christian man




ever of Erra Pater






A new almanacke and
prognostication, for the
yere of our Lorde, M. D.
lxviii
(STC) 422.3? Buckminster English London J. Kingston 1568 2 E N1568
346 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones
Many 50 E N1568
347 ffabularum Esopi Aesop Fabulae Many Aesopus Latin 3 AA, C N1568
348 Alphabeticos
vocatos Abces





Anon. English 12 M N1568
350 contra rebelliones Joyfull newes for true
subjects, to God and the
Crowne the rebelles are
cooled, their bragges be
put downe













This booke is called the
treasure of gladnesse and
semeth by the copie
(STC) 24192 Anon. English London J. Charlewood 1568 4 R N1568
353 Psalteria litera
pica
Many 6 R N1568





(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568
3 AA, C N1568
356 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones
Many 50 E N1568
29













The first parte of the
Psalmes collected into
English meter
(STC) 2433 Sternhold English London J. Day 1564 2 R N1568















(STC) 22980 Spagnoli Latin London J. Kingston 1569 2 AA N1568
364 Puerilium
confabulacionnes



























(USTC) 635962 Castellion Latin Cologne A. Birkmann 1565 2 AA N1568
30
368 contra Rebelliones Joyfull newes for true
subjects, to God and the
Crowne the rebelles are
cooled, their bragges be
put downe
(STC) 15015 Kirkham English London W. How 1570 6 F N1568





Many 6 E N1568
371 Odas contra
Rebelliones
25 P, F N1568







(STC) 977 Avale English London J. Kingston 1569 6 R N1568
373 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones
Many 75 E N1568
374 Psalteria litera
Pica
Many 6 R N1568
375 Grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 3 AA N1568
376 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar






Cato Latin 6 AA, C N1568
378 pro precedentes A booke of presidents
exactly written in maner
of a register, newely
corrected
(STC) 3336 Phayer English London R. Tottel 1565 2 JO N1568
379 larga kalendaria 12 E N1568
380 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones
Many 25 E N1568
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381 Clavos pro libris 100 N1568
382 Odas Many 100 P N1568
383 contra Rebelliones Joyfull newes for true
subjects, to God and the
Crowne the rebelles are
cooled, their bragges be
put downe
(STC) 15015 Kirkham English London W. How 1570 4 F N1568
384 pro precedentes A booke of presidents
exactly written in maner
of a register, newely
corrected
(STC) 3336 Phayer English London R. Tottel 1565 2 JO N1568
385 Psalmorum The whole booke of
Psalmes collected into
Englush metre
(STC) 2439.5? Sternhold English London J. Day 1569 2 R N1568
386 Psalteria Many 4 R N1568
387 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 6 AA N1568
388 Odas Many 100 P N1568
389 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones
Many 6 E N1568
390 kalendaria et
pronosticaciones





(USTC) 79523-5 Terentius Afer Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1564-
1568
2 AA, C N1568
392 Psalteria litera
Pica
Many 6 R N1568
393 Grammaticas
latinas
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 3 AA N1568
394 Accidencias lingue
latine
A short introduction of
grammar
(STC) 15614 Lily Latin London R. Wolf 1567 6 AA N1568
395 In Pynes 1 KL1578
396 boocks of Mantuas Many Manuzio Latin 9 AA KL1578
397 Salme boocke 1 R KL1578
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398 Primers 11 AA KL1578
399 hole gramers 6 AA KL1578
400 Virgell Many Virgil 1 AA, C KL1578
401 Turrancis 3 AA, C KL1578
402 Dyalogues 1 AA, C KL1578
403 Tullye Offices De Officiis or Offices Many Cicero 1 AA, C KL1578
404 Accedenc Accidence Many Stanbridge 7 AA KL1578
405 Catoes and a
Engleshe boocke
Many Cato English 5 AA, C KL1578
406 lyttle boocks 5 KL1578
407 Englishe A B Sis ABCs Many English 15 AA KL1578
408 Mantuan and
Confabulationes
Many Manuzio Latin 1 AA KL1578




411 Esope fabulls Aesop's Fables Many Aesopus 4 AA, C KL1578
412 Accedences Accidence Many Stanbridge 6 AA KL1578
413 Primers 11 AA KL1578
414 boockes 2 KL1578
415 Absis and
Catechismies
ABCs with catechism Many English AA KL1578
416 Gramers 4 AA KL1578
417 Accedencse Accidence Many Stanbridge 6 AA KL1578
418 Puriles Latin 12 AA KL1578
419 Primers 6 AA KL1578
420 Gramers 2 AA KL1578
421 Terrencis Many Terence Afer 3 AA, C KL1578
422 Bookes of phisike The methode of phisicke
conteyning the causes,
signes, and cures of
inward diseases in mans
body from the head to
the foote







(STC) 13568-b Holinshed English London H. Bynneman 1577 1 H S1585
424 Communion booke
with psalmes






(STC) 1538? Bartholomaeus English London T. East 1582 1 Y S1585
426 Marters common
places in Laten
Loci communes (STC) 24668 Vermigli Latin London T. Vautrollier 1583 1 R S1585
427 Juell & hardinge A defense of the
Apologie of the Churche
of Englande




428 Barretts dixionary An alvearie or triple
dictionarie in Englishe,
Latin, and French
(STC) 1410-11 Baret English,
Latin and
French




429 howletes dixionary Huloets dictionarie
newelye corrected






and vvoundes that doe
dayly assaulte mankinde
(STC) 4034 Bullein English London T. Marsh 1579 1 V S1585
431 Shipe of fooles The ship of fooles (STC) 3546 Brant Latin and
English
London J. Cawood 1570 1 L S1585















Calvin Latin London T. Vautrollier 1576 1 R S1585
434 Boccas of fale of
princes
The fall of prynces (STC) 3177-8 Boccaccio English London Multiple 1554 1 F S1585
34
435 olde booke of
sermons Latin
Latin 1 R S1585
436 Statute bookes A collection in English,
of the statutes nowe in
force continued from the
beginning of Magna
Charta, made in the 9.
yeere of the reigne of
King H. 3. untill the
ende of the session of
Parliament holden in the
23. yeere of the reigne of
our gratious Queene
Elizabeth
(STC) 9315? England English London C. Barker 1583 12 JO S1585




1 AA, C S1585
438 Bible in quarto Bible 1 B S1585
439 homers eliadus
grece
Homeri Ilias id est, De
rebus ad Troiam gestis
Earlier edition of
(STC) 13629?
Homerus Greek 1 L, C S1585
440 Concillia
montagnana
Many Montagnana Latin 1 S S1585
441 penall statutes An abstract of al the
penall statutes which be
generall, in force and use
(STC) 9527-9 England and
Wales
English London Multiple 1578-
81
1 JO S1585
442 hemages postill A postill, or exposition
of the Gospels that are
usually red in the
churches of God, upon
the Sundayes and feast
dayes of saincts
(STC) 13063-4 Hemmingsen English London Multiple 1574-
85
1 R S1585
443 Calvins Institution The institution of
Christian religion









Many 1 B S1585
446 psalters with
psalmes
The Psalter or Psalmes
of David







Many 41 B S1585
448 workes of Armory Workes of armorie
devyded into three
bookes









(STC) 12593-4 Haddon Latin or
English









(USTC) 633582 Muenster German Basel S. Schmid 1579 1 S S1585




453 Shorte dixionary A shorte dictionarie
most profitable for yong
beginners
(STC) 25879-80 Withals English London T. Purfoot 1574-
84
1 Y S1585
454 olde booke of
Sermons in latin
Latin 1 R S1585
455 psalter Many 1 B S1585
456 Olde booke of
phisike
1 S S1585
457 Olde psalter in
Englishe
English 1 B S1585
36





be examined, which are
necessarie for the
training up of children,
either for skill in their
booke, or health in their
bodie
(STC) 18253-a Mulcaster English London T. Vautrollier 1581 1 WP S1585
460 Juell of healthe The newe jewell of
health
(STC) 11798 Gesner English London H. Denham 1576 1 V S1585




The fyrst fower bookes
of P. Ovidius Nasos
worke, intitled
Metamorphosis,
translated oute of Latin
into Englishe meter
(STC) 18955-58 Ovidius Naso English London Multiple 1565-
1584




readings, upon part of
the epistle written to the
Hebrues
(STC) 6726 Dering English London H. Middleton 1576 1 R S1585






French Paris M. Sonnius 1574 1 L S1585
465 mirror of
knyghtewood
The mirrour of princely
deedes and knighthood
(STC) 18859 Ortunez de
Calahorra




sermons of Maister John





(STC) 4460 Calvin English London T. Dawson 1580 1 R S1585
37
467 Gwidoes questions Guidos questions newly
corrected
(STC) 12469 Cauliaco English London T. East 1579 2 V S1585
468 Answere to the
Traictors
A breefe aunswer made
unto two seditious
pamphlets, the one
printed in French, and
the other in English
(STC) 18262-a? Munday English London J. Charlewood 1582 1 F S1585
469 Calvin on the
comaundmentes
Sermons of M. John
Calvine, upon
the.X.Commandementes




(STC) 4452-7 Calvin English London Multiple 1579-
1581
1 R S1585
470 Coupers postle A briefe exposition of
such chapters of the olde
testament as usually are
red in the church at
common praier on the
Sondayes
(STC) 5684 Cooper English London H. Denham 1573 1 R S1585




entreating of the free
election of God in Jacob,
and of reprobation in
Esau
(STC) 4457 Calvin English London T. Dawson 1579 1 R S1585




(STC) 15042-5 Knewstubs English London L. Harrison 1577-
84
1 R S1585











English London Multiple 1570 1 R S1585
38






necessary to bee knowne
of all men, to the
atteyning of salvation





(STC) 1591 Batty English London T. Dawson 1581 1 R, WP S1585
476 Valentine &
Orson
The hystory of the two
valyaunte brethren
Valentyne and Orson
sonnes unto the emperor
of Grece
(STC) 24572 Watson English London W. Copland 1565 1 L S1585
477 Aristot. De anima
epitoma
De anima Aristotelis Many Latin 1 PP, C S1585
478 Viret on the L:
praier
A faithfull and familiar
exposition upon the
prayer of our Lorde
Jesus Christ, and of the
things worthie to be
considered u the same
(STC) 24780 Viret English London H. Middleton 1582 1 R S1585
479 1 parte of mirror
of magistrates
The first parte of the
Mirour for magistrates
(STC) 13443-4 Higgins English London T. Marsh 1574-
5
1 P S1585
480 West Indias A briefe description of
the portes, creekes,
bayes, and havens, of the
Weast India (or) The
pleasant historie of the
conquest of the Weast
India, now called new
Spayne atchieved by the
worthy prince Hernando










The practis of preaching,
otherwise called The
pathway to the pulpet
(STC) 11758 Hyperius English London T. East 1577 1 R S1585
482 Davides harpe Part of the harmony of
King Davids harp
(STC) 23358 Strigel English London J. Wolf 1582 1 R S1585
483 pope confuted
englishe




(STC) 11241 Foxe English London T. Dawson 1580 1 R S1585
484 Gyffordes
gillaflowers
A posie of gilloflowers
eche differing from
other in colour and
odour, yet all sweete
(STC) 11872 Gifford English London T. Dawson 1580 1 R S1585
485 replye to a libell An answere unto a
wicked & infamous libel
made by Christopher
Vitel, one of the chiefe





pointes of a boke called
the displaing of the Fam
(STC) 21180? Rogers English London J. Day 1579 1 R S1585
486 Golden ephoditus The golden Aphroditis (STC) 12174 Grange English London H. Bynneman 1577 2 L S1585
487 mirror of
magistrates 2 parte
The seconde part of the
Mirrour for magistrates
(STC) 3131 Blenerhasset English London R. Webster 1578 2 F S1585
488 Peter was never at
Rome
A discourse of Peters
lyfe, peregrination and
death
(STC) 4657 Carlile English London R. Ward 1582 4 R S1585
489 Vita de Carilo 1 S1585
490 poore knight &
his pallas
A poore knight his
pallace of private
pleasures
(STC) 4283 Student in
Cambridge




and pleasaunt hystorie of
Gerileon of Englande
(STC) 17203 Maisonneufve English London J. Kingston 1578 2 L S1585
40
492 Regiment for the
sea






A light bondell of livly
discourses called
Churchyardes charge
(STC) 5240 Churchyard English London J. Kingston 1580 1 K S1585
494 Churchyardes
choice
A generall rehearsall of
warres, called
Churchyardes choise
(STC) 5235-5.2 Churchyard English London Multiple 1579 1 K S1585
495 Arte of graffinge A booke of the arte and
maner how to plant and
graffe all sortes of trees
how to set stones, and
sowe pepins, to make
wylde trees to graffe on,
as also remedies and
medicines


















(STC) 12905 Harvey Latin London H. Bynneman 1578 9 P S1585






abuses of wicked and
ungodlye worldelinges
(STC) 21121.7 Robinson English London W. Williamson 1574 1 R S1585
500 Sore Triamor Syr Tryamoure (STC) 24303 Anon. English London W. Copland 1561 1 P S1585
501 Joyfull Juell A joyfull jewell (STC) 10880 Fioravanti English London J. Allde 1579 1 V S1585
502 Olde arte of
graffinge
The crafte of graffynge
& plantynge of trees




503 defense of millitory
profession
The defence of militarie
profession
(STC) 11683 Gates English London H. Middleton 1579 1 K S1585
41
504 Answere to a libell An Answere to the two
first and principall
treatises, of a certain
factious libell
Maunsell vol. 1, p. 3 English London T. Charde 1584 1 F S1585
505 popishe monsters Of two woonderful
popish monsters to wyt,
of a popish asse which
was found at Rome in
the river of Tyber, and
of a monkish calfe,
calved at Friberge in
Misne
(STC) 17797 Melanchthon English London T. East 1579 1 R S1585
506 3 Graces The new arival of the
three gracis
(STC) 1584 Batman English London T. East 1580 2 R S1585
507 Watsons antigony Sophoclis Antigone.
Interprete Thoma
Watsono I.V. studioso
(STC) 22929 Sophocles Latin London J. Wolf 1581 4 AA, C S1585
508 Englishe Doges Of Englishe dogges the
diversities, the names,
the natures, and the
properties
(STC) 4347 Caius English London J. Charlewood 1576 2 U S1585
509 Askam of the
state of Germany
A report and discourse
written by Roger
Ascham, of the affaires
and state of Germany
and the Emperour
Charles his court, duryng
certaine yeares while the
sayd Roger was there
(STC) 830 Ascham English London J. Day 1570 1 F S1585
510 Asertion of
Arthure
A learned and true
assertion of the original,
life, actes, and death of
the most noble, valiant,
and renoumed Prince
Arthure, King of great
Brittaine
(STC) 15441 Leland English London J. Wolf 1582 2 L S1585
42
511 howeleglasse Here beginneht a merye
jest of a man that was
called Howleglas, and of
many marveylous thinges
and jestes that he dyd in
his lyfe, in Eastlande and
in many other places






Certaine godly and very
profitable sermons of
faith, hope and charitie






(STC) 6231 Daneau English London J. Kingston 1578 2 R S1585
514 observacion of
penall statutes
An abstract of all the
penal statutes which be
general, in force and use







(STC) 6850.5 Digges English London T. Marsh 1570 5 A S1585
516 bookes of Robin
consciens & suche
Robin Conscience (STC) 5633? Anon. English London J. Awdely 1565 20 PP S1585
517 hive full of hony A hyue full of hunnye
contayning the firste
booke of Moses, called
Genesis
(STC) 13974 Hunnis English London T. Marsh 1578 1 R S1585
518 Calvin on Jonas The lectures or daily
sermons, of that
reverend divine, D. John
Calvine, pastor of the
Church of God in
Geneua, upon the
prophet Jonas




519 orders for morninge
& eveninge prayer
The order wher morning
and eveninge prayer shal



















(STC) 6075-5.5 Crowley English London J. Charlewood 1581 3 R S1585
521 Daintie nosegay A pleasant posie, or
Sweete nosegay of
fragrant smellyng flowers
(STC) 23589 Symon English London R. Jones 1572 1 M S1585
522 Whartons dreames Whartons dreame (STC) 25295 Wharton English London J. Charlewood 1578 1 R S1585
523 lutinge booke A briefe and plaine
instruction to set all
musicke of eight divers
tunes in tableture for the
lute




525 falle of rebellion The fall and evill
successe of rebellion
from time to time
(STC) 13602-3 Holme English London H. Bynneman 1572 1 R S1585
526 bookes of nurture The boke of nurture (STC) 20956-8 Rhodes English London Multiple 1568-
1577
3 WP S1585
527 Joifull Juells A joyfull jewell (STC) 10880 Fioravanti English London J. Allde 1579 3 V S1585
528 Jesuits baners The Jesuites banner (STC) 12746 Hanmer English London T. Dawson 1581 2 R S1585
529 Answeres for the
time
An answeare for the
time, unto that foule,
and wicked Defence of
the censure, that was
given vpon M. Charkes
booke, and Meredith
Hanmers












heresies, taught by H.N.










heresies, taught by H.N.




(STC) 15040 Knewstubs English London T. Dawson 1579 1 R S1585
533 Christian & the
Jesuite
The Christian against the
Jesuite





(STC) 16950 Lupton English London H. Bynneman 1581 2 R S1585
535 bookes 1&2 parte
tooe good (to) be
true









parry & such like




Parry the traitor, against
the Queenes Maiestie








537 Testimonies of ye
true churche
A testimonie of the true
Church of God
confirmed as well by the
doctrine as lives of
sundry holy men, both
patriarkes, and
prophetes, and also by
the Apostles and their
true successours
(STC) 24891 Devoyon English London H. Middleton 1585 2 R S1585
45
538 Rule of christes
chastetie
The right rule of
Christian chastitie
profitable to bee read of
all godly and vertuous
youthes of both sexe,




(STC) 13203 Hergest English London W. How 1580 2 R S1585
539 scoole of honest lyfe The schoole of honest
and vertuous lyfe




A Paraphrase uppon the
epistle of the holie
apostle S. Paule to the
Romanes
(STC) 19137.5 Palfreyman English London H. Bynneman 1572? 2 R S1585












(STC) 16634 Lloyd English London R. Ward 1584 40 R S1585
543 3 Ladies A right excellent and
famous comoedy called
the three ladies of
London
(STC) 25784 Wilson English London R. Ward 1584 18 L S1585




Greene English London 19 H S1585
545 Defense of wemen A lytle and bryefe
treatyse, called the
defence of women and
especially of Englyshe
women, made agaynst
the Schole howse of
women
(STC) 18067 More English London J. King 1560 1 W S1585
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546 Calvin on Jonas The lectures or daily
sermons, of that
reverend divine, D. John
Calvine, pastor of the
Church of God in
Geneua, upon the
prophet Jonas




547 Idem on the
philipians
A commentarie of M.
John Calvine vppon the
Epistle to the Philippians
(STC) 4402 Calvin English London J. Windet 1584 1 R S1585
548 diall for darlings A dyall for dainty
darlings, rockt in the
cradle of securitie
(STC) 978 Averell English London J. Charlewood 1584 1 PP S1585
549 Anotomy of
fortune
Arbasto the anatomie of
fortune
(STC) 12217 Greene English London J. Windet 1584 1 L S1585
550 queens in Juntions Injunctions given by the
Queenes Majestie The
first yere of the raigne of
our soueraigne lady
Queene Elizabeth










(STC) 10037-37.9 Church of
England
Latin London J. Day 1571-
76
1 R S1585
552 article per bishope
of cot
Articles to be inquired of
in the ordinarie visitation
of the right reverende
father in God, William
lorde bishop of
Coventrie and Lichfielde
(STC) 10224 Church of
England
English London J. Kingston 1584 1 R S1585
553 Pandora Pandora, the musyque of
the beautie, of his
mistresse Diana
(STC) 22928 Southern English London J. Charlewood 1584 7 L S1585
47
554 David lincie A dialogue betweene
Experience and a
courtier, of the miserable
state of the worlde




555 Ephewes i: parte Euphues. The anatomy
of wit




556 Ephewes 2: parte Euphues and his
England




558 copie bookes large 3 S1585
559 bookes of nurture The boke of nurture (STC) 20956-8 Rhodes English London Multiple 1568-
1577
2 WP S1585
560 Arte of limninge
with addicions
A very proper treatise,
wherein is briefly sett
forthe the arte of
limming
(STC) 24252-4 Anon. English London R. Tottel 1573 5 JJ S1585
561 psalter with
proverbes
Many 1 R S1585
562 presidence Many 1 J? S1585





castigata et correcta cui
adiecta est noua tabula
valde necessaria
(STC) 9227? England Latin London T. Marsh 1556 1 JO S1585
564 litletons english Littleton's Tenures (STC) 15760-72 Littleton English London Multiple 1 AA S1585
565 litletons frenche Les tenures du monsieur
Littleton
(STC) 15719-46 Littleton French 1 AA S1585
566 paradice of sowle A paradise for the soule (STC) 5411.7 Clever English London W. Williamson 1574 1 R S1585
567 Tragedy of Tereus 1 C? S1585
568 proverbes of
saloman









(STC) 22247 Serres English London J. Windet 1585 1 R S1585
570 panell on panells
epystles
A frutefull booke of the
comon places of all S.
Pauls Epistles right
necessarye for all sortes
of people, but especially
for those of the
ministerye
(STC) 19492 Paynell English London J. Tisdale 1562 1 R S1585
571 Sickemans salues The sicke mans salve (STC) 1762.7 Becon English London R. Ward 1582 5 R S1585
572 Tretice of ye
churche
Many English 2 R S1585




meditate upon, and to
saye in theyr families
(STC) 6688 Dering English London J. Charlewood 1578 2 R S1585






necessary to be knowen
of all the faythful








(STC) 1748 Becon English London J. Day 1578 1 R S1585
















Cicero Latin London J. Kingston 1577 7 AA, C S1585
49
579 Ovides epistles The heroycall epistles of
the learned poet Publius
Ouidius Naso in English









15 AA, C S1585






(STC) 10473 Erasmus Latin London H. Middleton 1573 6 AA S1585
581 Lipus Brandolinus Lippi Brandolini de
ratione scribendi libri
tres nunc denuo in
lucem
(STC) 3542 Brandolini Latin London H. Middleton 1573 5 AA S1585
582 Setons Logicke Dialectica Joannis Setoni
Cantabrigiensis,
annotationibus Petri
Carteri, ut clarissimis, ita
breuissimis explicata
(STC) 22254 Seton Latin London T. Marsh 1584 9 AA S1585
583 horaces Quincti Horatii Flacci




Latin London A. Hatfield 1585 27 AA, C S1585







Cicero Latin London T. Vautrollier 1581 9 AA, C S1585
586 Ovid
metamorphosis
The fyrst fower bookes
of P. Ovidius Nasos
worke, intitled
Metamorphosis,
translated oute of Latin
into Englishe meter
(STC) 18955-58 Ovidius Naso English London Multiple 1565-
1584
7 AA, C S1585
587 Tully Sentences Sententiae Ciceronis (STC) 5319 or
continental edition
Cicero Latin London T. Vautrollier 1584 4 AA, C S1585
588 Salustes Many Salustus 7 AA, C S1585
50
589 Castilians dialoges Dialogorum sacrorum
libri quatuor






(STC) 5298.5? Cicero Latin London T. Vautrollier 1581 2 AA, C S1585
591 Apthonius Aphthonii sophistae
Progymnasmata
(STC) 700-1 Aphthonius Latin London Multiple 1572-
1583






















qui nunc postrem opus
recognouit
(STC) 4770-1 Castellion Latin London Multiple 1571-
77
1 L S1585
594 Isops fables The fables of Esope in
Englysshe with all his
lyfe
(STC) 181.5 Aesopus English London J. Charlewood 1585 5 L S1585
595 Perionius logike In Porphyrii
Institutionem, Aristotelis







596 Cesarius logike Many 2 AA S1585




Chyträus Latin Wittenburg Multiple 1576-
1582
1 AA S1585





Grecae & Latinae linguae
cum scriptione noua
libellus
(STC) 4348 Caius Greek &
Latin









The fyrst fower bookes
of P. Ovidius Nasos
worke, intitled
Metamorphosis,
translated oute of Latin
into Englishe meter
(STC) 18955-58 Ovidius Naso English London Multiple 1565-
1584
2 AA, C S1585





English London T. Marsh 1578 2 H S1585








Multiple 1585? 8 AA, C S1585
604 obthonius Aphthonii sophistae
Progymnasmata
(STC) 700-1 Aphthonius Latin London Multiple 1572-
1583
3 AA, C S1585
605 phrases manutii Phrases linguae Latinae
ab Aldo Manutio
(STC) 17279-79.5 Manuzio Latin London T. Vautrollier 1581
or
1585
2 AA, C S1585
606 confabulaes Confabulaciones pueriles Many Latin 8 AA S1585
607 sisimulii Erasmi Erasmus Latin 3 AA S1585
608 palingenius The zodiake of life (STC) 19151 Manzolli English London H. Middleton 1576 2 Q S1585
609 macropedius Methodus de
conscribendis epistolis
(STC) 17176? Macropedius Latin London T. Vautrollier 1580 3 AA S1585
610 phrases manutij Phrases linguae Latinae
ab Aldo Manutio
(STC) 17279-79.5 Manuzio Latin London T. Vautrollier 1581
or
1585
1 AA, C S1585
611 macropedius Methodus de
conscribendis epistolis
(STC) 17176? Macropedius Latin London T. Vautrollier 1580 2 AA S1585
612 laurentius valle Many 1 S1585
52
613 Tully de finibus De finibus bonorum et
malorum
(USTC) 171789 Cicero Latin Paris D. du Pré 1584 3 AA, C S1585
614 Epistola manutii Ep[i]stolarum Pauli
Manutii libri X quinque
nuper additis
(STC) 17287-87.7 Manuzio Latin London T. Vautrollier 1581 3 AA S1585
615 Apothegmata
Erasmi
Apophthegmes (STC) 10444 Erasmus English London J. Kingston 1564 6 AA? S1585







Chyträus Latin Wittenburg J. Krafft 1565-
1566
1 R S1585







(STC) 18707 Nowell Greek &
Latin
London R. Wolf 1573 1 AA, R S1585
618 Clarke de Aulico Balthasaris Castilionis
Comitis De curiali sive
aulico libri quatuor





A learned and very
eloquent treatie, writen
in Latin by the famouse
man Heironymus
Osorius Bishop of Sylva
in Portugal, wherein he
confuteth a certayne
aunswere made by M.
Walter Haddon against
the Epistle of the said
bishoppe unto the
Queenes Maiestie
(STC) 18889 Osório English Louvain J. Foulerum 1568 1 R S1585
620 Osorius de gloria Hieronymi Osorii
Lusitani, silvensis
episcopi, de gloria, libri
V
(STC) 18884-84.7 Osório Latin London H. Middleton 1580 1 R S1585
621 manutaus Many 2 AA S1585




(STC) 4378? Calvin Greek &
Latin
























Erasmus Latin 1 R S1585




compiled out of Davids
Psalmes by D. Peter
Martyr





gathered out of S.
Augustines meditations
whiche he calleth his
private talke with God.
Also his manuell, or
booke of the
contemplation of Christ
(STC) 924-926 Augustinus English London J. Day 1574
or
1577
1 R, C S1585















(USTC) 450647 Lycosthenes Latin Geneva F. Le Preux 1573 1 AA? S1585







(STC) 2809 Bèze Latin London T. Vautrollier 1582 2 R S1585
633 bee of romish
church
The bee hive of the
Romishe Church
(STC) 17445-6 Marnix van St.
Aldegonde




634 gramers Many 5 AA S1585
635 practica russij 5 S1585
636 Vives de Anima De anima et vita libri tres (USTC) 667545-7 Vives Latin Zurich H. Gesner 1563 1 AA, PP S1585
637 Volume…orations 1 S1585
638 Actea… 1 S1585





(USTC) 153248 Gratarolus Latin Paris F. Morel 1562 1 S S1585
640 Agricola de herbis Medicinae herbariae libri
duo
(USTC) 600001? Agricola Latin Basel B. Westheimer 1539 1 V S1585
641 Practica
trinkavelle















(STC) 22110.5? Scribonius English London H. Middleton 1583 1 PP S1585
643 Erasmus epistles,
olde
Many Erasmus 1 R S1585










Concoregio Latin Venice B. Locatellus 1515 1 V S1585
646 opera Anberti 1 S1585
647 cheridon medicina Enchiridion medicina (USTC) 138370 or
(USTC) 603018
Henisch Latin Basel or Paris Multiple 1571-
1573
1 V S1585




































(STC) 761? Averroes Latin London G. Bishop 1583 1 V S1585









657 Apthonius Aphthonii sophistae
Progymnasmata
(STC) 700-1 Apthonius Latin London Multiple 1572-
1583











seu de Platonis et
Aristotelis consensione,
libri V
(USTC) 152849 Fox Morcillo Latin Paris 1560 1 S S1585






qui nunc postrem opus
recognouit
(STC) 4770-1 Castellion Latin London Multiple 1571-
77
1 L S1585
663 Lucianus dialoges Luciani Dialogi Aliquot
per D. Erasmum versi
(STC) 16892? Lucianus
Samosatensis












(USTC) 683834 Melanchthon Latin Strasbourg K. Müller 1546 1 PP S1585
665 Topica
Aristototelis
Many Latin 1 AA, C S1585
666 psalter with
psalmes
The Psalter or Psalmes
of David






The Newe Testament of
our Lord Jesus Christ







(STC) 1748 Becon English London J. Day 1578 1 R S1585
669 Bocas arithmaticke The well spring of
sciences which teacheth
the perfect worke and
practise of arithmeticke







The grounde of artes
teaching the work and
practise of arithmetike,
bothe in whole numbers
and fractions, after a
more easyer and exacter
sorte than any like hath
hitherto bin set foorth




671 presidentes Many 4 JO? S1585
672 Wilsons upon
usury




upon certaine poynts of
religion




Christi in terra. A breefe
and pithie summe of the
Christian fayth, made in
forme of a confession
(STC) 18663.5-4 Northbrooke English London Multiple 1582 1 R S1585
675 morrall philosophy A treatice of morall
philosophy





The castell of Christians




(STC) 25975 Woolton English London J. Charlewood 1577 1 R S1585
677 Beza confession in
Lat.
A briefe and piththie
summe of the christian
faith, made in forme of a
confession, with a
confutation of all such
superstitious errours, as
are contrary thereunto




678 Castilians dialoges Dialogorum sacrorum,
libri quatuor
(STC) 4771 Castellion Latin London T. Marsh 1577 2 R S1585
679 Tull: offices
English and Latin
Many Cicero English &
Latin
1 AA, C S1585
58





(STC) 15256 Chandieu English London T. Dawson 1579 1 R S1585
681 polidor virgill An abridgemente of the
notable worke of
Polidore Virgile
(STC) 24658 Vergilio English London J. Tisdale 1560 1 R S1585
682 Litletons en
parche(ment)
Littleton's Tenures Many Littleton 1 AA S1585
683 xpian religion Many 2 R S1585
684 forest of histories The foreste or Collection
of histories no lesse
profitable, then pleasant
and necessarie







in the forme of prayers
by S. Augustine (or) A
pretious booke of
heavenlie meditations,
called a private talke of
the soule with God
(STC) 933 or (STC)
944
Augustinus English London H. Denham 1570
or
1581
1 R, C S1585







(USTC) 300404 Cassander Latin Stockholm T.
Tidemansson
1577 1 R S1585
688 Tragidie of
Tyranes
The tragedies of tyrantes (STC) 4078 Bullinger English London W. How 1575 1 R S1585
689 Dialectica
Benedicta




A most godly and
learned discourse of the
woorthynesse, authoritie,
and sufficiencie of the
holy scripture also of the
cleerenesse, and
plainnesse of the same,
and of the true use
thereof
(STC) 4067 Tomkys English London T. Dawson 1579 1 R S1585




An apologie, or aunswer
in defence of the Church
of England concerninge
the state of religion used
in the same











tending to maintaine the
church of Rome to bee
the true and catholique
church
(STC) 15037.5-38? Knewstubs English London T. Dawson 1579 1 R S1585








(STC) 18707 Nowell Greek &
Latin
London R. Wolf 1573 1 AA, R S1585
697 history of placidus The worthie hystorie of
the most noble and
valiaunt knight Plasidas,
otherwise called Eustas,
who was martyred for
the profession of Jesus
Christ




The eglogs of the poet
B. Mantuan Carmelitan,
turned into English verse







adauctam, & in III.
libros distinctam
(STC) 3745 Bright Latin Cambridge T. Thomas 1584 1 S S1585







gathered out of S.
Augustines meditations
whiche he calleth his
private talke with God.
Also his manuell, or
booke of the
contemplation of Christ




703 olde ovides epistols The heroycall epistles of
the learned poet Publius
Ouidius Naso





(STC) 1748 Becon English London J. Day 1578 1 R S1585
705 Erasmus
apothegmes Engl.
Apophthegmes (STC) 10444 Erasmus English London J. Kingston 1564 1 AA S1585
706 Erasmus adeies Adagia in Latine and
English containing five
hundred proverbs
(STC) 10441 Erasmus English London W. How 1569 1 R S1585
707 Resolucion of
Tullies argumentes
Cicero 1 AA, C S1585
708 olde psalter in
latin





taken out of the Holy
Scriptures for the great
comfort of every
faithfull person being in
the agonie of death
(STC) 21500 S. English London H. Bynneman 1579 5 R S1585
710 Defense of povertie Defence of povertie (STC) 18269.5 Munday English London J. Charlewood 1 R S1585
711 proper questions 1 S1585






uppon the Lords prayer,










A true reporte of a
conference had betwixt
Doctour Fulke, and the
Papists being at
Wisbiche Castle
(STC) 11457 Anon. English London T. Dawson 1581 3 R S1585
716 Tretice of ye plage A shorte learned and




whether the plague bee
infectious, or no: the
other, whether and howe
farre it may of Christians
bee shunned by going
aside
(STC) 2046 Bèze English London T. Dawson 1580 1 R S1585
62
717 Newes of paules
churchyard




accidents of the present
time









720 knoledge for kings A knowledge for kings,
and a warning for
subjects
(STC) 11920 Glaucus English London J. Charlewood 1576 1 F S1585






written by the right
honorable Lorde Henry
Haward late Earle of
Surrey, and others
(STC) 13866 Howard, earl of
Surrey
English London R. Tottel 1574 1 M S1585
723 Good and evell
tonges








725 poore pilgrame A pleasant description of
the fortunate ilandes,




(STC) 4557? Nicholas English London T. East 1583 1 T S1585
726 Christe
triumphant
Christ Jesus triumphant (STC) 11231 Foxe English London J. Day 1579 1 R S1585
727 12 patriarkes The testaments of the
twelve patriarches the
sonnes of Jacob
(STC) 19467-8 Gilby English London J. Day 1576-
1581
1 R S1585
728 parlor of plesant
devises
A Handful of Pleasant
Delights
(STC) 21105? Robinson English London R. Jones 1584 1 L S1585
63
729 Dialoge betwine a
citizen & a soldier
English 1 S1585
730 markes of the
churche by beza
A discourse, of the true
and visible markes of the
Catholique Churche
(STC) 2014 Bèze English London R. Waldegrave 1582 2 R S1585
731 Substance of ye
Lordes supper
Substance of ye Lordes
supper
Licensed to Thomas
Man in 1581 (Arber,
II, p. 393)
English 5 R S1585
732 Olde grounde of
the Lawe
The principall lawes and
statutes of Englande





The duties of constables,
borsholders, tythingmen,
and such other lowe
ministers of the peace






A glasse for gamesters
and namelie for suche as
delight in cards & dise
(STC) 25623 W. English London J. Kingston 1581 3 JJ S1585
735 popes Bull (STC) 4044, or
(STC) 18678-9
1 R S1585
736 fittes morries The moste true reporte
of Iames Fitz Morrice
death, and others the like
offenders
(STC) 5244 Churchyard English London F. Kingston 1579 1 F S1585
737 Trumpett of the
time




Greene English London 1 H S1585
738 Bookes of cookery Many English 2 CC S1585
739 scole of vertue The schoole of vertue
and booke of good
nurture, teaching
children and youth their
duties
(STC) 22136 S. English London H. Denham 1582 9 WP S1585
740 mirror of modestie The myrrour of
modestie




or sermons upon the
prophets Abdias and
Jonas




742 Beza markes of
Churche
A discourse, of the true
and visible markes of the
Catholique Churche
(STC) 2014 Bèze English London R. Waldegrave 1582 1 R S1585
743 preparacion to the
Lo: supper
Two treatises of the
Lord his holie Supper
(STC) 21354? Rouspeau English Cambridge T. Thomas 1584 4 R S1585






necessary to bee knowne
of all men, to the
atteyning of salvation





(STC) 1968.3-1968.5 Beroaldo English London Multiple 1580-
1581
1 S1585
746 Assalte of prince of
oringe
A true discourse of the
assault committed upon




Marquesse de la Vere &c
(STC) 25713-4 Jauregui y
Aquilar
English London Multiple 1582 1 N S1585
747 Lame Almes deeds A memoriall of the
famous monuments and
charitable almesdeedes
of the right worshipfull
Maister William Lambe
(STC) 11047 Fleming English London H. Denham 1580 3 S1585
748 Secretes of
Albertus
The boke of secretes of






English London W. Seres 1570 1 V S1585
749 Deringe to the
Hebrues
A lecture, or exposition
upon a part of the fift
chapter of the Epistle to
the Hebrues
(STC) 6693 Dering English London J. Charlewood 1583 1 R S1585
65
750 Josephes Dreames A little treatise of the
interpretation of dreams,
fathered on Joseph






(STC) 19114-6 Reguardati or
Paleario
English London Multiple 1573-
80
1 R S1585
752 Glasse of health The mirrour or glasse of
health
(STC) 18225 Moulton English London Hu. Jackson 1580 1 V S1585






therein openlie a reason
of their faith, according
to the order of the
Frenche church at
London









fathers and holy martyrs
of Christ D. Nicolas
Rydley late Bishop of
London, and M. Hugh
Latimer, sometyme
Bishop of Worcester,
during the tyme of their
imprisonments
(STC) 21050 Ridley English London J. Awdely 1574 1 R S1585
755 philosophy of ye
courte
The philosopher of the
court
(STC) 19832 Philibert de
Vienne




The joyful and royal
entertainment of the
ryght high and mightie
Prince, Frauncis the
Frenche Kings only
brother by the grace of
God Duke of Brabande,
Aniow, Alunson, &c
(STC) 11310? Golding English London T. Dawson 1582 1 N S1585
757 Burninge Beacons A bright burning beacon
forewarning all wise




(STC) 11037 Nausea English London H. Denham 1580 2 R S1585
758 Disclosing divell in
2 maides
The disclosing of a late
counterfeyted possession
by the deuyl in two
maydens within the citie
of London






Godly private prayers for
housholders to meditate
upon, and to say in their
families





Godly private prayers for
housholders to meditate
upon, and to say in their
families





The duties of constables,
borsholders, tythingmen,
and such other lowe
ministers of the peace







A true reporte of a
conference had betwixt
Doctour Fulke, and the
Papists being at
Wisbiche Castle
(STC) 11457 Anon. English London T. Dawson 1581 12 R S1585
67
764 sufficiencies of holy
scripture
A most godly and
learned discourse of the
woorthynesse, authoritie,
and sufficiencie of the
holy scripture also of the
cleerenesse, and
plainnesse of the same,
and of the true use
thereof
(STC) 4067 Tomkys English London T. Dawson 1579 2 R S1585
765 Introductions to
love
An introduction to the
loove of God
(STC) 936 Simard English London T. Purfoot 1581 3 R S1585
766 Castle of christians The castell of Christians




(STC) 25975 Woolton English London J. Charlewood 1577 1 R S1585





The true order and
methode of wryting and
reading hystories





(STC) 3161 Blundeville English London W. Seres 1574 1 AA? S1585
769 Retraite from
theaters
A second and third blast
of retrait from plaies and
theaters the one whereof
was sounded by a
reverend byshop dead
long since; the other by a
worshipful and zealous
gentleman now alive
(STC) 21677 Salvien English London H. Denham 1580 1 R S1585
770 nicolls recantation A declaration of the
recantation of John
Nichols
(STC) 18533 Nicholls English London C. Barker 1581 1 R S1585
771 scole of abuse The schoole of abuse (STC) 12097 Gosson English London T. Woodcock 1579 1 R S1585
68
772 Cheper Answere 1 S1585
773 xpian manewell The Christian manuell,
or of the life and maners
of true Christians
(STC) 25976 Woolton English London J. Charlewood 1576 1 R S1585
774 history of i2 men The history of the xij.
men that were sent to
spye out the land of
Canaan
(STC) 18577 Nicolls English London J. Allde 1575 1 R S1585
775 Demaundes of holy
scripture
The demaundes of holy
scripture, with answeres
to the same wherein are




(STC) 1718 Becon English London J. Day 1577 1 R S1585
776 hurt of hearine
masse
The hurt of hearyng
masse
(STC) 3495 Bradford English London J. Kingston 1580 4 R S1585
777 Sume of 4
evangelistes
The summe of the foure
Evangelistes
comprehending both the
course of the historie,
and also the severall
points of doctrine set
foorth in the same
(STC) 4077 Bullinger English London T. Dawson 1582 1 R S1585
778 hemingius of 25
psalm
A godlie and learned
exposition, upon the
XXV. Psalme of David
(STC) 13059.4 Hemminsen English London T. Vautrollier 1580 1 R S1585
779 Tranquilitie of
minde
The tranquillitie of the
minde




which are at this daye in
controversie, concerning
the holly supper and of
the masse





782 Caviat for parson
howlate
A godly exhortation, by
occasion of the late
iudgement of God,
shewed at Parris-garden,
the thirteenth day of
Januaris




783 provision for the
poore
11 R S1585
784 Life of Morten
Luther
A famous and godly
history contaynyng the






(STC) 1881? Melanchthon English London J. Awdely 1561 1 R S1585
785 Charles of Julieta An excellent historie
bothe pithy and pleasant,
discoursing on the life
and death of Charles and
Julia, two Brittish, or
rather Welshe lovers
(STC) 980 Averell English London J. Charlewood 1581 1 L S1585
786 Cleomnes & Juliet The history of
Cleomines and Juliet




written by the right
honorable Lorde Henry
Haward late Earle of
Surrey, and others
(STC) 13866 Howard, earl of
Surrey
English London R. Tottel 1574 1 M S1585
788 Sorofull songes for
sinfull sowles
Seven sobs of a
sorrowfull soule for
sinne comprehending








Seven sobs of a
sorrowfull soule for
sinne comprehending




(STC) 13975? Hunnis English London H. Denham 1583 2 R S1585
790 parlor of pleasant
delightes
A Handful of Pleasant
Delights
(STC) 21105 Robinson English London R. Jones 1584 4 L S1585
791 Jestes of Scoggin Scoggins jestes Earlier edition of
(STC) 21851?
Scogan 2 L S1585










(STC) 19101 Pagit Latin London T. Vautrollier 1585 21 R S1585
795 Deringes
catachismes
A short catechisme for
househoulders
(STC) 6713 Dering English London J. Charlewood 1582-
4
19 R S1585
796 Testimonies of true
faith
A compendious forme
and summe of Christian
doctrine, called The
testimonie of a true faith
meete for well disposed
families






The complaynt of veritie (STC) 3479 Bradford English London J. Day 1559 15 R S1585
798 Doct: fulkes
conferences
A true reporte of a
conference had betwixt
Doctour Fulke, and the
Papists being at
Wisbiche Castle










(Arber, II, p. 317)
English 1 H S1585
71






(Arber, II, p. 401)
English 1 S1585
802 Answere against ye
Defence on
campian
A breefe aunswer made
unto two seditious
pamphlets, the one
printed in French, and
the other in English
(STC) 18262-a Munday English London J. Charlewood 1582 1 F S1585
803 Booke in praise of
furbisher




(STC) 5251 Churchyard English London F. Kingston 1578 1 T S1585
804 popes generall
pardon
Maunsell vol. 1, p.
78, or other edition?
English 1 R S1585
805 plowmans taile The plowmans tale
compylled by syr Geffrey
Chaucher knyght
(STC) 5100? Chaucer English London W. Hill 1548 1 L S1585
806 Burninge Beacon A bright burning beacon
forewarning all wise




(STC) 11037 Nausea English London H. Denham 1580 1 R S1585
807 Exhortacion to
yong men
An exhortation to yonge
men perswading them to
walke in the pathe way
that leadeth to honestie
and goodnes
(STC) 16938? Lupset English London T. Berthelet 1544 1 PP S1585
808 Lerninge of vertue 1 PP S1585
809 Duties of
maiestrats
The duties of constables,
borsholders, tythingmen,
and such other lowe
ministers of the peace







taken out of Andreas
Hyperius, a learned
divine
(STC) 11762 Hyperius English London J. Wolf 1581 3 R S1585
72
811 (Illegible) S1585
812 …on of olde
xianite
A defence of the olde,




(STC) 3371? Boquin English London J. Wolf 1581 R S1585






necessary to bee knowne
of all men, to the
atteyning of salvation




815 Ende of the worlde Of the end of the world
and judgement of our
Lord Jesus Christe to
come
(STC) 4070? Bullinger English London J. Allde 1580 2 R S1585
816 nowells catachism
Englishe
A catechisme, or first
instruction and learning
of Christian religion
(STC) 18708-33 Nowell English London Multiple 1570-
1583
13 AA, R S1585
817 Gyffordes catac: A catechisme conteining
the summe of Christian
religion
(STC) 11848 Gifford English London T. Dawson 1583 3 AA, R S1585
818 Calvens catac: The catechisme, or
maner to teache children
the Christian religion
(STC) 4375-4386 Calvin English London Multiple 1562-
1582
3 AA, R S1585
73






therein openlie a reason
of their faith, according
to the order of the
Frenche church at
London
(STC) 15450 Le Macon English London H. Middleton 1580 2 AA, R S1585
820 Bages of bothe
churches
The image of both
Churches after the most
wonderfull and heavenly
Revelation of sainct John
the Evangelist
(STC) 1301 Bale English London T. East 1570 3 R S1585
821 xpians
Righteousnes
An excellent treatise of
Christian righteousnes





A prophesie out of the
nienth chapter of Esaie
of the kingdome of
Christe
(STC) 16987 Luther English London H. Bynneman 1578 3 R S1585
823 Triall of truthes The triall of truth
wherein are discovered
three greate enemies
unto mankinde, as pride,
private grudge, and
private gaine
(STC) 15047 Knight English London T. Dawson 1580 2 R S1585
824 Bartherimes on L.
supper
A booke of Bertram the
priest, concerning the
body & blood of Christe
(STC) 20751? Ratramnus
Corbeiensis




A table collected of the
yeares of our Lord God,
and of the yeares of the
kings of Englande, from
the fyrst yeare of
Wyllyam Conquerour
shewing howe the yeares
of our Lorde God, and
the yeares of the kings of
England concurre and
agree together
(STC) 20739.3 Rastell English London J. Walley 1579 5 R S1585
826 Beware the catt A marvelous hystory
intitulede, beware the cat
(STC) 1245 Baldwin English London E. Allde 1584 3 L S1585









(STC) 1891 Bentham English London R. Waldegrave 1583 1 R S1585
828 Tretice on ye L
supper
A treatise of the
preparation to the holy
supper of our onely
saviour and redeemer,
Jesus Christe





829 philosophie of ye
court
The philosopher of the
court
(STC) 19832 Philibert de
Vienne
English London H. Bynneman 1575 1 PP S1585
830 nosegay on
philosophy
The nosegay of morall
philosophie
(STC) 6039 Meurier English London T. Dawson 1580 1 PP S1585
831 more catachismes A short catechisme for
househoulders
(STC) 6711-13 Dering English London J. Charlewood 1582-
1584
8 AA, R S1585
832 Bezas catac: A little catechisme (STC) 2023 Bèze English London H. Singleton 1579 9 AA, R S1585
833 Virets epistles An epistle to the faithfull
necessary for all the
children of God:
especially in the s[o]
dangerous dayes
(STC) 24779 Viret English London T. Dawson 1582 4 R S1585
75
834 Authoritie of ye
churche
Many English 1 R S1585







(Arber, II, p. 413)
3 H S1585
837 Arcandons The most excellent
profitable and pleasaunt
booke of the famous
doctor and expert
astrologian Arcandam
(STC) 725 Roussat English London T. Marsh 1578 8 Q S1585
838 Authorities of
Churche
Many English 2 R S1585
839 Dentes sermones A sermon of
repentaunce A verie
godly and profitable
sermon, preached at Lee
in Essex, by Arthur Dent
(STC) 6650-52.5 Dent English London J. Harrison 1583 42 R S1585
840 sermons at 3d ps. 25 R S1585
841 sermons at 2d ob
ps.
38 R S1585
842 sermons at 2d ob
ps.
52 R S1585
843 sermons at 3d. ps. 68 R S1585
844 Durantes 3
sermons
Three godly and learned
sermons very necessarie
to be read and regarded
of all men
(STC) 7170 Drant English London J. Charlewood 1584 2 R S1585
845 cum in aliis at ob. Three godly and learned
sermons very necessarie
to be read and regarded
of all men
(STC) 7170 Drant English London J. Charlewood 1584 3 R S1585
846 catachismes duble The catechisme, or
maner to teache children
the Christian religion
(STC) 4375-86? Calvin English London Multiple 1562-
1582
83 AA, R S1585
847 A.B.C. single
Dussin
ABC's Many English 25 AA, R S1585
76
848 Bookes at pence 69 S1585
849 confabulatiuncula
puerilis
Confabulaciones pueriles Many Latin 59 AA S1585
850 Dialectica valerii Tabulæ, quibus totius
dialecticæ præcepta
maxime
(USTC) 406613 Valerius Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1582 1 AA? S1585
851 Epistola textoris Many continental
editions
Ravisius Textor Latin London or
Venice
2 AA S1585




(STC) 18701 Nowell English London R. Wolf 1570 20 AA, R S1585









(STC) 10461? Erasmus Latin London H. Sutton 1557 16 AA S1585
855 Catoes Catonis disticha de
moribus cum scholijs
Des. Erasmi Roterodami
(STC) 4846.5? Erasmus Latin London T. Marsh 1577 28 AA S1585
856 Calvins catachisms The catechisme, or
maner to teache children
the Christian religion
(STC) 4375-86 Calvin English London Multiple 1562-
1582
6 AA, C S1585
857 Ovid de tristibus The three first bookes of
Ovid de Tristibus
translated into English
(STC) 18978 Ovidius Naso English London T. Marsh 1580 4 AA, C S1585
858 Sturmius epistoles Disertissimi viri Rogeri
Aschami, Angli, Regiae
majestati non ita pridem
a Latinis epistolis,
familiarium epistolarum
libri tres magna orationis
elegantia conscripti






The heroycall epistles of
the learned poet Publius
Ouidius Naso in English









5 AA, C S1585
860 Ouides epistles The heroycall epistles of
the learned poet Publius
Ouidius Naso in English









6 AA, C S1585
861 Ovid fastorum P. Ovidii Nasonis
Fastorum lib. VI ;
Tristium lib. V ; De
ponto lib. IIII
(STC) 18927 Ovidius Naso Latin London T. Vautrollier 1583 2 AA, C S1585
862 Susambrotus
figures











Susenbrotus Latin 11 S S1585
863 moselandes figures Many Latin 4 S S1585







(STC) 18707 Nowell Greek &
Latin
London R. Wolf 1573 13 AA, R S1585












Chyträus Latin Wittenburg J. Krafft 1565-
1566
1 R S1585
867 oracions of Tully M. Tullii Ciceronis
orationum
(STC) 5308 Cicero Latin London T. Vautrollier 1580 32 AA, C S1585
78




Many Cicero 15 AA, C S1585




(STC) 18772-73.7 Ockland Latin &
English









Anon. Latin Geneva J. Crespin 1552 1 R S1585
871 sphalmes in frenche Many French 1 B S1585












874 Redinge psalmes in
frenche
Many French 1 R S1585
875 Tosius Thealogic A synopsis or
compendium of the
fathers, or of the most
famous and ancient
doctors of the Church,
as also of the schoolmen
Earlier edition of
(STC) 24145?
Tossanus 1 R S1585
876 Gratarolus de
praeceptis
De memoria reparanda Many Grataroli French?
Latin?
1 S1585





















(STC) 18707 Nowell Greek &
Latin




A heavenly Recreation or
comforth to the sowle
Licensed to Richard
Watkins in 1570
(Arber, I, p. 400)
Knowles English 1 AA? S1585
881 problen Aristotelis Problemata Aristotelis ac
philosophorum
medicorúm complurium
(STC) 761 Aristotles Latin London G. Bishop 1583 1 AA, C S1585
882 Exercises of faste A very godly and learned
treatise, of the exercise
of fastyng
(STC) 25666-7 Wilkinson English London J. Day 1580 4 R S1585
883 palingenius The zodiake of life (STC) 19151 Manzolli English London H. Middleton 1576 3 Q S1585
884 manutius epistles Epistolarum Pauli
Manutii libri X
(STC) 17287-87.7 Manuzio Latin London T. Vautrollier 1581 2 R S1585




Many Cicero 1 AA, C S1585
886 Terences Many Terence Afer 8 AA, C S1585
887 Juvenal Many 1 AA, C S1585
888 Institucion
Justinian
Institutes Many 1 C? S1585
889 Caculus Ibulus Many 1 S1585
890 Textors dialoges Epistolae Joannis Ravisii
textoris non vulgaris
eruditionis
(STC) 20761 Ravisius Textor Latin London H. Bynneman 1581 4 AA S1585
891 horas Many 2 R S1585
892 Ovides epistles The heroycall epistles of
the learned poet Publius
Ouidius Naso in English









5 AA, C S1585
893 Jeronimus vide Many Vida 1 R? S1585
894 philo tul vol
primum
Ciceronis de Philosophi Many Cicero Latin? 2 AA, C S1585
895 Idem vol secundum Ciceronis de Philosophi Many Cicero Latin? 2 C? S1585
896 Epistola Longolij Many continental
editions








Latin Lyon J. de Tournes 1550-
1558
1 Y S1585
898 Valerius maximus Many 1 AA S1585
899 Tragedy seneca Seneca his tenne
tragedies, translated into
Englysh





(STC) 5308? Cicero Latin London T. Vautrollier 1579 4 AA, C S1585
901 Testamentes in
Laten
Many Latin 4 B S1585
902 Testament with
psalmes
The Newe Testament of
our Lord Jesus Christ
(STC) 2876? Bible English London C. Barker 1575-
76
1 B S1585
903 opera 1 S1585
904 3 volume of
orations
Orations Many Cicero? 1 S1585







(STC) 2361? Hessus Latin London T. Vautrollier 1581 2 R S1585
906 13 parte of
marters in frenche
French 1 R S1585
907 Textors epithetons Epithe[to]rum Joan.
Rauisii Textoris epitome


















912 Albertus magnus The boke of secretes of










The fyrst fower bookes
of P. Ovidius Nasos
worke, intitled
Metamorphosis,
translated oute of Latin
into Englishe meter
(STC) 18955-58 Ovidius Naso English London Multiple 1565-
1584
4 AA, C S1585
914 psalter with
psalmes
The Psalter or Psalmes
of David




915 Tretis of prayer A godly treatise declaring
the benefites, fruites, and
great commodities of
prayer, and also the true
use therof
(STC) 10889 Fisher English London H. Bynneman 1577 1 R S1585
916 Tully ad Atticum Many Cicero 1 AA, C S1585
917 flores doctorum Flores omnium pene









Many 15 B S1585
919 psalters in
parche(ment)
Many 8 B S1585
920 Proverbes of
Salamon
The well of wisedome (STC) 5485? Cogan English London T. Vautrollier 1577 2 R S1585
921 praier Bookes
guilte
Many English 6 B S1585
922 Gardens of felicite
parchement
3 S1585




924 pathe waie to
please god
English 5 R S1585
925 prayer books Many English 60 B S1585
926 primers Many 13 AA S1585
927 Stoes cronacles The chronicles of
England from Brute
unto this present yeare
of Christ
(STC) 23319-33 Stowe English London Multiple 1565-
1580
2 H S1585
928 Almanakes 1584 An almanack and
prognostication for 1584
(STC) 423 English London R. Watkins 1584 22 E S1585
929 Godly garden gilte A godly garden out of
which most comfortable
herbs may be gathered
for the health of the
wounded conscience of
all penitent sinners








The alphabet of prayers
verye fruitefull to be
exercised and used of
every Christian man
(STC) 4561 Cancellar English London W. Seres 1576 1 R S1585
932 bookes of praier
gilte at…
Many 28 B S1585
933 Booke 1 S1585
934 Booke 1 S1585
935 Booke 1 S1585
936 Booke 1 S1585
937 Booke 1 S1585
938 papire bookes 10 S1585
939 longe Booke 1 S1585
940 paper bookes 3 S1585
941 paper booke 1 S1585
942 gramer Many 1 AA E1603
83
943 dayly exercise of a
christia stringd wth
ribbon
The dailie exercise of a
Christian
(STC) 15222 Lant English London H. Denham 1590 1 R E1603
944 horne absye Horn book Horn book 1 AA E1603




concerning the realme of
Scotland, composed
together, The genealogie
of all the kings of
Scotland, their lives, the
yeeres of their
coronation, the time of
their reigne, the yeere of
their death, and maner
thereof, with the place of
their buriall
(STC) 18018 Monipennie English London A. Hatfield 1603 1 F E1603
946 doctor rud his
sermon




the 28. of March, 1596
(STC) 21432-33 Rudd English London Multiple 1603 1 R E1603
947 doctor blague his
sermon
A sermon preached at
the Charterhouse before
the Kings Majestie, on
Tuesday, the tenth of
May. 1603
(STC) 3115.3 Blague English London S. Stafford 1603 1 R E1603
948 godfry of bullen in
follio
Godfrey of Bulloigne, or
The recoverie of
Jerusalem
(STC) 23698 Tasso English London A. Hatfield 1600 1 P E1603








950 seven wise masters The hystorie of the
seven wise maisters of
Rome
(STC) 21299.5-99.7 Anon. English London T. Purfoot 1602 1 L E1603
84
951 doctor rud his
sermon




the 28. of March, 1596
(STC) 21432-33 Rudd English London Multiple 1603 1 R E1603
952 doctor blague his
sermon
A sermon preached at
the Charterhouse before
the Kings Majestie, on
Tuesday, the tenth of
May. 1603
(STC) 3115.3 Blague English London S. Stafford 1603 1 R E1603
953 gilt piners Many E1603
954 barowes method to
physik
The method of phisick
containing the causes,
signes, and cures of
inward diseases in mans
body, from the head to
the foote
(STC) 1508-11 Barrough English London Multiple 1583-
1601
1 S E1603
955 castell of helth The castell of health,
corrected, and in some
places augmented by the
first author thereof, Sir
Thomas Elyot Knight
(STC) 7656 Elyot English London J. Orwin 1595 1 V E1603
956 anotomy of popish
tirannie
The anatomie of popish
tyrannie
(STC) 1814 Bell English London J. Harrison 1603 1 R E1603
957 licosthenes
apothems lardg
An extracte of examples,
apothegmes, and
histories collected out of
Lycosthenes, Brusonius
and others








(STC) 4511 Camden Greek &
Latin
London E. Bullifont 1595 1 AA E1603
959 textors epitheton Epithetorum Joann.
Ravisii Textoris epitome,
ex Hadr. Iunii medici
recognitione





961 mother bombye Mother Bombie As it
was sundrie times plaied
by the children of
Powles
(STC) 17084 Lyly English London T. Scarlet 1594 1 D E1603
962 like will to like
quoth ye divell to
ye colliar
A pleasant enterlude,
intituled, Like will to like
quoth the Devill to the
collier
(STC) 11474 Ulpian English London E. Allde 1587 1 D E1603
963 Jack Jugler An enterlude for
children to play named
Jack Jugler bothe wittie
and very plesant




964 nise wanton A pretie enterlude called
Nice wanton




965 sir Jhon oldcastell The first part of the true
and honorable historie,
of the life of Sir John
Old-castle (or) The
mirror of martyrs, or
The life and death of
that thrice valiant
capitaine, and most











966 ye lord cromwell The true chronicle
historie of the whole life
and death of Thomas
Lord Cromwell
(STC) 21532? S. English London R. Read 1602 2 H E1603
86
967 Jane shore The first and second
partes of King Edward
the Fourth Containing
his mery pastime with
the tanner of Tamworth,
as also his love to faire
Mistrisse Shoare, her
great promotion, fall and
miserie, and lastly the
lamentable death of both
her and her husband
(STC) 13342 Heywood English London F. Kingston 1600 2 D E1603
968 appius &
Virginia
A new tragicall comedie
of Apius and Virginia
(STC) 1059 B. English London W. How 1575 2 D E1603
969 enuf as good as
afeaste
A hundreth sundrie
flowres bounde up in
one small poesie
(STC) 11635? Gascoigne English London H. Bynneman 1573 4 P E1603
970 friar bacon The honorable historie
of frier Bacon, and frier
Bongay As it was plaid
by her Majesties servants
(STC) 12267 Greene English London A. Islip 1594 3 D E1603
971 marchant of vennis The most excellent
historie of the merchant
of Venice
(STC) 22296 Shakespeare English London Ja. Roberts 1600 1 D E1603
972 taming of a shrew A pleasant conceited
historie, called The
taming of a shrew




973 knak to know a
knave
A most pleasant and
merie nevv comedie,
intituled, A knacke to
knowe a knave
(STC) 15027 Kemp English London R. Jones 1594 1 D E1603




knacke to know an
honest man
(STC) 15028 Anon. English London T. Scarlet 1596 1 D E1603
87
975 loves labor lost A pleasant conceited
comedie called, Loves
labors lost
(STC) 22294 Shakespeare English London W. White 1598 1 D E1603
976 loves labor won Lost work Shakespeare English 1 D E1603
977 boke of prayer Many English 1 R E1603
978 boke of prayer Many English 1 R E1603
979 ovids metamorfosis The. XV. bookes of P.
Ovidius Naso, entituled,
Metamorphosis
(STC) 18958-61 Ovidius Naso English London Multiple 1584-
1603
1 AA, C E1603
980 ovids epistels The heroycall epistles of
the learned poet Publius
Ovidius Naso in English
verse
(STC) 18943-4 Ovidius Naso English London Multiple 1584
or
1600
1 AA, C E1603
981 ovid de tristibus
fastoru& ponto
The three first bookes of
Ovid de Tristibus
translated into English
(STC) 18978? Ovidius Naso English London T. Marsh 1580 1 AA, C E1603
982 senecas sentences Many continental
editions
Seneca 1 AA, C E1603
983 ciceros sentences Sententiae Ciceronis,
Demosthenis, ac Terentii
Dogmata philosophica
(STC) 5320 Cicero Latin London R. Field 1603 1 AA, C E1603
984 textoris epitheton Epithetorum Joann.
Rauisii Textoris epitome
(STC) 20763 Ravisius Textor Latin London J. Jackson 1595 1 AA, C E1603
985 manvtius epistels Many continental
editions
1 AA, C E1603
986 glas of vaine glory The glasse of vaine-
glorie
(STC) 929-931 Prid English London J. Windet 1585-
1600
1 R E1603
987 gentil crafte, 1st
& 2nd part
The second part of the
gentle craft
(STC) 6555.7 Deloney English London E. Allde 1600 1 L? E1603
988 dreame of divel &
dives
A dreame of the divell
and Dives most terrible
and fearefull to the




(STC) 16947.5 Lupton English London T. Dawson 1589 1 L E1603
88
989 dainty devises The paradice of daintie
devises
(STC) 7518-23 Edwards English London Multiple 1580-
1600
1 P E1603
990 orders set forth
lately by ye Kings
majesty & ye
counsell
English 1 J E1603
991 govryes conspiracye The Earle of Gowries
conspiracie against the
Kings Majestie At Saint
Johnstoun upon Tuesday
the fift day of August:
and in the sixteene




Anon. English London V. Simmes 1603 1 N E1603
992 Jewell on ye
thesalonians
An exposition upon the
two epistles of the
apostle Saint Paul to the
Thessalonians
(STC) 14605 Jewel English London V. Simmes 1594 1 R E1603
993 napier on ye
revelation
A plaine discouery of the
whole Revelation of
Saint John set downe in
two treatises




994 kings lectures on
Jonas
Lectures upon Jonas
delivered at Yorke in the
yeare of our Lorde 1594







upon everie chapter of
Genesis




996 govryes conspiracye The Earle of Gowries
conspiracie against the
Kings Majestie At Saint
Johnstoun upon Tuesday
the fift day of August:
and in the sixteene




Anon. English London V. Simmes 1603 1 N E1603
89
997 dod on ye
comandments





(STC) 6967 Dod English London Multiple 1603 4 R E1603
998 terences Many 8 AA, C E1603









James his day, being the
28. of July. 1603
(STC) 3068 Bilson English London V. Simmes 1603 1 R E1603
1001 bushop ruds
sermon




weeke being the 14. of





the 28. of March, 1596
(STC) 21432-3 Rudd English London Multiple 1603 1 R E1603
1002 a kenning glas for
a christian kinge
Esoptron basilikon. Or
A kenning-glasse for a
Christian king Taken out
of the 19. chapter of the
gospell of Saint John




A perswasion to the
English recusants, to
reconcile themselves to
the Church of England
(STC) 7085 Dove English London V. Simmes 1603 1 R E1603
1004 muriels answer to
ye recusants
petition
English 1 R E1603
90
1005 greeke grammrs Greek 12 AA OK1613
1006 primers Many 18 AA OK1613
1007 poore of black
course law
3 J OK1613
1008 Terrence Many Terence Afer 4 AA, C OK1613
1009 Fables Aesop's Fables Many Aesopus 2 AA, C OK1613
1010 Tullis office De officiis or Offices Many Cicero 1 AA, C OK1613
1011 Axedince Accidence Many Stanbridge 6 AA OK1613
1012 se... puerilis Sententiae pueriles (STC) 3774-3774.3 Culmann Latin London T. Man 1612-
1613
9 AA OK1613
1013 Catoes Catonis disticha de
moribus cum scholiis des
(STC) 4848-4848.5 Cato Latin London Multiple 1592-
1610
4 AA OK1613
1014 Saltor and latton
bookes
Many Latin R? OK1613





religion to be learned of
all youth





Many 1 V E1615
1018 Willetts Sinopses Synopsis papismi, that is,
A generall view of
papistrie vvherein the
vvhole mysterie of
iniquitie, and summe of
antichristian doctrine is
set downe, which is
maintained this day by
the Synagogue of Rome,
against the Church of
Christ
(STC) 25699 Willet English London F. Kingston 1613 2 R E1615
91
1019 Spannishe histories The generall historie of
Spaine containing all the
memorable things that




(STC) 17747 Mayerne English London A. Islip 1613 2 H E1615
1020 French historie The historie of France
the foure first bookes
(STC) 11276 La Popelinière English London J. Windet 1595 1 H E1615
1021 History of Venys The generall historie of
the magnificent state of
Venice
(STC) 11207 Fougasses English London G. Eld 1612 1 H E1615
1022 Greenhams
Workes
The workes of the
reverend and faithfull
servant af Jesus Christ
M. Richard Greenham,
minister and preacher of
the Word of God
collected into one
volume
(STC) 12318 Greenham English London T. Snodham 1612 3 R E1615
1023 Babintons Workes The workes of the right
reverend father in God
Gervase Babington, late
Bishop of Worcester
(STC) 1077-8 Babington English London G. Eld 1615 1 R E1615
1024 Willett uppon
Samuell
An harmonie upon the
first booke of Samuel
(STC) 25679-80 Willet English Cambridge C. Legge 1614 1 R E1615
1025 Willett vppon the
Romans
Hexapla: that is, a six-
fold commentarie upon
the most divine Epistle
of the holy Apostle S.
Paul to the Romanes
(STC) 25690 Willet English Cambridge C. Legge 1611 2 R E1615
1026 French Dixsnary A dictionarie of the
French and English
tongues
(STC) 5830 Cotgrave French &
English




Joannis de Pineda ... ad
suos in Salomonem
Commentarios Salomon
prævius, id est De Rebus
Salomonis Regis libri
octo
(BL) 3165.f.5. Pineda Latin Mainz A. Hierati 1613 1 R E1615
1028 Church bible Bible English 1 B E1615
1029 Jewells workes The workes of the very
learned and reverend
father in God John
Jevvell, not long since
Bishop of Sarisburie
(STC) 14580 Jewel English London J. Norton 1611 2 R E1615
1030 wolloms of Peeter
Marters workes
The common places of





(STC) 24669? Vermigli English London H. Denham 1583 3 R E1615
1031 gualter uppon the
Corinthes







(STC) 6197 Dallington English London R. Field 1613 1 F, K E1615
1033 Sezaries ii wolloms Caesarius? 2 E1615
1034 Boddyms
Derepublica
The six bookes of a
common-weale
(STC) 3193 Bodin English London A. Islip 1606 1 J E1615
1035 Tagnes Esses Essays written in French
by Michael Lord of
Montaigne, Knight of
the Order of S. Michael,
gentleman of the French
Kings chamber
(STC) 18042 Montaigne English London M. Bradwood 1613 1 PP E1615
1036 old bookes 27 E1615
93
1037 old latten bible in
6 parts
Latin 1 R E1615
1038 peecs & perfitt
bookes
E1615
1039 bookes 60 E1615
1040 bookes 40 E1615
1041 bookes 100 E1615




or, A Christian survey
for the conscience
(STC) 26121a.7 Zanchi English London G. Eld 1614 1 R E1615
1044 Urcineuss
Catthesme
The summe of Christian
religion delivered by
Zacharias Ursinus in his
lectures upon the
Catechisme
(STC) 24537 Ursinus English London H. Lownes 1611 2 R E1615
1045 Smithes Sermons
whole
The sermons of Master
Henry Smith gathered
into one volume
(STC) 22729 Smith English London H. Lownes 1614 1 R E1615




1. His genealogie, 2. His
baptisme, 3. His combat
with Sathan
(STC) 5936 Cowper English London T. S. 1612 1 R E1615
1047 king uppon Jonas Lectures upon Jonas
delivered at Yorke in the
yeare of our Lord 1594













(STC) 17409 Marlorat Latin London T. Vautrollier 1574 1 R E1615
94
1049 second & 3 parts
of the French
Ackedemea
The second part of the
French academie (and)













(STC) 3149 Blundeville English London W. Stansby 1613 3 T E1615
1051 xpian warfares 2
& 3 parts
The Christian warfare Parts two and three
of (STC) 7134
Downame English London F. Kingston 1608 2 R E1615
1052 Downhams
Defenses
A defence of the sermon
preached at the
consecration of the L.
Bishop of Bath and
Welles against a
confutation thereof by a
namelesse author
(STC) 7115 Downame English London T. Creede 1611 3 R E1615
1053 Dod uppon
proverbes
A briefe explanation of
the whole booke of the
Proverbs of Salomon
(STC) 5378-78.2 Cleaver English London F. Kingston 1615 2 R E1615
1054 bookes 9 E1615
1055 bookes 200 E1615
1056 bookes 20 E1615
1057 bookes 160 E1615
1058 school bookes 60 AA E1615
1059 school bookes 120 AA E1615
1060 small stitch bookes 40 E1615
1061 Stitch bookes E1615
1062 olde bookes 53 E1615
1063 olde bookes 100 E1615
1064 olde bookes 100 E1615




1067 unperfit bookes &
waste papers
E1615
1068 stitch bookes E1615
1069 bookes 20 E1615
1070 bookes 64 E1615
95
1071 bookes 52 E1615
1072 bookes 100 E1615
1073 bookes 80 E1615
1074 bookes 340 E1615
1075 bookes 40 E1615
1076 bookes 50 E1615
1077 bookes 100 E1615
1078 bookes 147 E1615
1079 bookes 100 E1615
1080 bookes 260 E1615
1081 old lating bibles Latin 2 R E1615
1082 French books French E1615
1083 bookes in a presse 400 E1615
1084 bookes 160 E1615
1085 bookes 310 E1615
1086 School books 18 AA E1615
1087 old books 143 E1615
1088 prayer books gilt
over
Many 5 R E1615
1089 bookes veller and
filts
5 E1615
1090 bookes veller and
filts
27 E1615
1091 bookes 16 E1615
1092 bookes 164 E1615
1093 Stitch bookes 54 E1615
1094 4 imperfitt & one
perfit psalmes
5 R E1615
1095 Bible Bible 1 B Y1616
1096 Bible lesser print Bible 1 B Y1616
1097 Bible in small folio
roman wth Com
bost & buft
Bible 1 B Y1616
1098 Bible other in folio
plaine roman wth
Com
Bible 1 B Y1616
96




Bible English 1 B Y1616
1100 Bible Com &
psalmes in folio
Bible 1 B Y1616
1101 Estate of the
Empires
The estates, empires, &
principallities of the
world
(STC) 988 Avity English London A. Islip 1615 1 F Y1616
1102 Johnson's Workes Poetaster or The
arraignment as it hath
beene sundry times
privately acted in the
Blacke Friers
(STC) 14751-2 Jonson English London W. Stansby 1616 1 R Y1616
1103 Sandes Travils A relation of a journey
begun an: Dom: 1610
Foure bookes.
Containing a description
of the Turkish Empire,
of AEgypt, of the Holy
Land, of the remote
parts of Italy, and ilands
adjoyning
(STC) 21726 Sandys English London R. Field 1615 1 T Y1616
1104 Pleney in English The historie of the world
Commonly called, the
naturall historie of C.
Plinius Secundus
(STC) 20029-29.5 Major English London A. Islip 1601 1 H, C Y1616
1105 Willett on Samuel An harmonie upon the
first booke of Samuel





(STC) 4093 Bunny English London W. Jaggard 1611 4 R Y1616
1107 Plutarch's Moralls The philosophie,
commonlie called, the
morals written by the
learned philosopher
Plutarch of Chaeronea
(STC) 20063 Plutarchus English London A. Hatfield 1603 1 AA, C Y1616






A commentarie upon the
epistle of Saint Paule to
Philemon
(STC) 890 Attersoll English London W. Jaggard 1612 1 R Y1616
1110 Babbington's
Works
The workes of the right




notes upon the five
bookes of Moses
(STC) 1077 Babington English London G. Eld 1615 1 R Y1616












(STC) 17409 Marlorat Latin London T. Vautrollier 1574 1 R Y1616




(CL) UL 2.29.9 Moller Latin Geneva P. Chouet 1603 1 R Y1616









1115 History of the
Empires





Rodulph the second now
raigning





(STC) 18308 Musculus English London R. Wolf 1563 1 R Y1616
1117 Allen on the
Gospels
The doctrine of the
Gospel
(STC) 364 Allen English London T. Creede 1606 1 R Y1616
1118 Mountagne
Esseyes
Essays written in French
by Michael Lord of
Montaigne, Knight of
the Order of S. Michael








(STC) 23229 Stanyhurst Latin London R. Wolf 1570 1 PP Y1616





(STC) 4496 Camden Latin London W. Stansby 1615 1 H Y1616
1121 Gesner of four-
footed beastes and
serpentes
The historie of foure-
footed beastes






1123 Lessia de Justetia
Jure
De Justitia et Jure (BL) C.75.f.4. Lessius Latin Paris T. Rolini 1606 1 J Y1616
1124 Practise of Phisick Praxis medicinae
uniuersalis; or A generall
practise of physicke










(STC) 6197 Dallington English London R. Field 1613 1 F, K Y1616
1126 Rogers on Judges A commentary upon the
whole booke of Judges
(STC) 21204 Rogers English London F. Kingston 1615 1 R Y1616
1127 Peter Marter in
Regum
Regum Libri duo (USTC) 675539 Vermigli Latin Heidelberg A. Cambier 1599 1 R Y1616





(USTC) 666468 Vermigli Latin Zurich J. Wolf 1595 1 R Y1616
1129 Diana
Montamaior
Diana of George of
Montemayor
(STC) 18044 Montemayor English London E. Bollifont 1598 1 L Y1616
1130 Calvin on John The comentaries of M.
John Calvin upon the
first Epistle of Sainct
Jhon, and upon the
Epistle of Jude




The historie of twelve
Caesars emperours of
Rome











(USTC) 658062 Patricius Latin Basel P. L.
Caesareus





(CL) P.14.14? Nizoli Latin Venice 1551 1 Y Y1616
1135 Second part of
Pleney in Lattin
Major Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
1136 History of France A general inventorie of
the history of France
from the beginning of
that monarchie, unto the
treatie of Vervins, in the
year 1598




1137 Musculus on John In D. Joannis Apostoli
Evangelium commentarii





1138 Erasmus Bible Many Erasmus English or
Latin
1 B Y1616




Calepino Latin Venice D. Farri 1600 1 Y Y1616
1140 Daneus Apuscula Many Daneau Latin 1 R Y1616
1141 Calvin's Institutes The institution of
Christian religion
(STC) 4424 Calvin English London Eliot's Court
Press
1611 1 R Y1616
1142 Wolphius on
Nemiae
Many Wolf Latin 1 R Y1616
1143 Johanes Mesu
Opera Devina































that is no longer
extant










(STC) 25363 Whitaker Latin Cambridge J. Legat 1594 1 R Y1616
1149 Statutes Edw. VI.
Hen. III. Hen.
VIII.
Many English 1 JO Y1616
1150 Polton's
Abridgement
An abstract of all the
penall statutes








(STC) 10957 Fitzherbert French London R. Tottel 1577 1 Z Y1616
1152 Cooke's first part Les reports de Edward
Coke
(STC) 5493-4 Coke French London A. Islip 1609 1 F, Z Y1616
101
1153 Cooke's sixt part La size part des reports
Sr. Edw. Coke
(STC) 5509-9.5 Coke French London A. Islip 1607 1 F, Z Y1616
1154 Cooke's seventh
part
La sept part des reports
Sr. Edw. Coke
(STC) 5511.2 Coke French London A. Islip 1608 1 F, Z Y1616
1155 Cooke's eight part La huictme part des
reports de Sr. Edw. Coke
(STC) 5513-13.6 Coke French London A. Islip 1611 1 F, Z Y1616
1156 Cooke's ninth part La neufme part des
reports de Sr. Edw. Coke
(STC) 5515-6 Coke French London A. Islip 1613
or
1615
1 F, Z Y1616
1157 Cooke's tenth part La dixme part des
reports de Sr. Edw. Coke
(STC) 5518 Coke French London A. Islip 1614 1 F, Z Y1616
1158 Cooke's eleaventh
part
La vnzme part des
reports de Sr. Edw. Coke
(STC) 5521-22 Coke French London A. Islip 1615
or
1616




description of the body
of man. Together vvith
the controversies thereto
belonging






Honor military, and civill
contained in foure
bookes





(STC) 13941 Huloet English London T. Marsh 1572 1 Y Y1616
1162 Cornu Copia Cornucopiae Latinae
linguae






Scott? Latin 1 R Y1616
1164 Tortellius
Comentary
Many Tortelli 1 R Y1616
1165 old postell in lattin Latin 1 Y1616
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1166 Celius secundus in
3 partes
Many Major English 1 AA, C Y1616
1167 Augustines
Sermons
Many Augustinus 1 R, C Y1616
1168 One bible in
quarto Romans
new b.b.
Bible 1 B Y1616
1169 bibles plaine wth
ouills
Bible 2 B Y1616
1170 bible old roman bb Bible 1 B Y1616
1171 new engl bost and
buft Bible
Bible English 3 B Y1616
1172 bible new wth
Concorda engl
Bible English 1 B Y1616
1173 Bible in phillits
wth Concorda engl






1175 Ryders Dictionary Riders dictionarie
corrected and augmented


















Origanus Latin Frankfurt 1609 1 E Y1616
1178 Bellarmines
Epetomij
Bellarmin 2 R? Y1616
1179 Patius on
Aristotle Orgonon




(BL) 519.g.14. Pace Latin Frankfurt A. Wechel 1597 1 AA, C Y1616
103
1180 Zabrells Logicke J. Z. opera logica (BL) C.82.h.13 or
similar continental
edition
Zabarella Latin Treviso and
Venice
1604 2 AA Y1616



















1 AA, C Y1616
1183 Fabrij Auscula Fabrius? Latin 1 Y1616
1184 Stephinus in
Greeke
Lexicon Græcolatinum (CL) Aa*.2.37(D) Estienne Greek Geneva O. Stephani 1607 1 AA Y1616
1185 Tolleti
Comentaries





(CL) S817.c.57.2 Bertram Hebrew &
Aramaic
Geneva E. Vignon 1574 1 AA Y1616




(USTC) 615739 Chrzastowski Latin Basel K. Waldkirch 1594 1 R Y1616
1188 Barclaus Joannis Barclaii
poematum libri duo









(STC) 25277-79.3 West English London Multiple 1597-
1611
1 J Y1616
1191 Tossanus on three
Evangelistes
Toussain Latin 1 R Y1616
1192 Perreus on the
Corinthians
Pareus English 2 R Y1616
104
1193 Perreus on the
Hebrues
Pareus 1 R Y1616




tents, or, Peters sermon
which was the first
generall calling of the
gentiles preached before
Cornelius
(STC) 23830-30.5 Taylor English Cambridge C. Legge 1612 7 R Y1616
1195 Fall of Man The fall of man, or the
corruption of nature




A treatise of Christian
religion. Or, the whole
bodie and substance of
diunintie
(STC) 4707.7 Cartwright English London F. Kingston 1616 4 R Y1616
1197 Hakewelles
Answer to Carrier
An answere to a treatise
written by Dr. Carier
(STC) 12610 Hakewill English London J. Bill 1616 2 R Y1616
1198 Comon Testament
and Psalmes




Bible 1 B Y1616
1200 Com & psalmes
great letter
Bible 1 B Y1616
1201 Com & psalmes
in quarto phill
Bible 1 B Y1616
1202 Com & psalmes
plaine
Bible 2 B Y1616
1203 Testament &
psalmes plaine
Bible 1 B Y1616
1204 single psalter Bible English 1 B Y1616
1205 Mascall of
Chattell
The first [-third] booke
of cattel




1206 Temple on the
Psalmes
A logicall analysis of
twentie select Psalmes
(STC) 23870 Temple English London F. Kingston 1605 4 R Y1616
1207 Heydens
Astrologie
A defence of judiciall
astrologie in answer to a
treatise lately published
by M. John Chamber
(STC) 13266 Heydon English London J. Legat 1603 3 E Y1616
1208 Couertier in Itall.
French and
English




(STC) 4781 Castiglione Italian,
French &
English
London J. Wolf 1588 1 L Y1616
1209 History of Britaine Historiae Brytannicae
defensio
(STC) 20309? Price Latin London H. Bynneman 1573 1 H Y1616
1210 Seaven Champions
whole
The most famous history
of the seven champions
of Christendome Saint
George of England,
Saint Denis of Fraunce,
Saint James of Spayne,
Saint Anthony of Italie,
Saint Andrew of
Scotland, Saint Patricke
of Ireland, and Saint
David of Wales











during the space of one
hundred and twentie
yeares next before the
peaceable empire of
Augustus Caesar
(STC) 11412 Fulbeck English London R. Field 1601 1 H Y1616
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1212 Forrest Lawes A treatise and discourse
of the lawes of the
forrest wherin is declared
not onely those lawes, as
they are now in force,
but also the originall and
beginning of forrestes




1213 Pleas of the
Crowne
Les plees del corone
divisees in plusors titles
& common lieux
(STC) 23224 Stanford French London A. Islip 1607 1 P Y1616
1214 Nova Francia Nova Francia: or The
description of that part
of New France, which is
one continent with
Virginia
(STC) 15491 Lescarbot English London Eliot's Court
Press
1609 1 T Y1616




1216 New found World The new found worlde (STC) 23950 Thevet English London H. Bynneman 1568 1 T Y1616
1217 Hawodd of three
Norman Kinges
The lives of the III.
Normans, Kings of
England William the
first. William the second.
Henrie the first
(STC) 13000 Hayward English London R.Barker 1613 1 H Y1616
1218 Willett against
Parkes
Limbo-mastix: that is, A
canuise of Limbus
Patrum
(STC) 25692? Willet English London F. Kingston 1604 1 R Y1616
1219 Willett on Samuel An harmonie upon the
first booke of Samuel
(STC) 25678-78a Willet English Cambridge C. Legge 1607 1 R Y1616
1220 Cavitt for Ireland
Catholickes
A friendly caveat to
Irelands Catholickes
(STC) 21031 Rider English Dublin J. Franckton 1602 1 R Y1616
1221 Picture of a Papist The picture of a papist (STC) 18850 Ormerod English London Ri. Bradock 1606 1 R Y1616
1222 Redemtion of
Mankind
Of the redemption of
mankind
(STC) 14959.5-60 Kimedoncius English London F. Kingston 1598 1 R Y1616
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1223 Trigg on Jude A touchstone, whereby
may be easilie discerned,
which is the true
Catholike faith, of all
them that professe the
name of Catholiques in
the Church of Englande,
that they bee not
deceived taken out of the
Catholike Epistle of S.
Jude










Du Jon Hebrew Geneva 1596 1 AA Y1616
1225 Tryall of
Witchcraft
The triall of witch-craft
shewing the true and
right methode of the
discovery
(STC) 5836 Cotta English London G. Purslowe 1616 1 R Y1616
1226 Page's Sermons The allegeance of the
cleargie A sermon
preached, at the meeting
of the whole clergie of
the dyocesse of
Rochester, to take the




(STC) 19088-88.3 Page English London N. Okes 1616 1 R Y1616
1227 Decades of the
West Indies
De novo orbe, or the
historie of the west
Indies
(STC) 650 Anghiera English London T. Dawson 1612 1 H Y1616
1228 Cooper on the eight
of the Romans
Three heavenly treatises
upon the eight chapter
to the Romanes




1229 Abbotes Defence A defence of the
Reformed Catholicke of
M. W. Perkins, lately
deceased, against the
bastard counter-
Catholicke of D. Bishop,
seminary priest





Sermons of the most
Reverend Father in God,
Edwin Arch-bishop of
Yorke
(STC) 21714 Sandys English London J. Beale 1616 2 R Y1616
1231 Janua
Lingguarum








1232 Exercise of a
quick Witt
The dodechedron of
fortune; or, The exercise
of a quick wit
(STC) 17847 Meung English London J. Pindley 1613 1 P? Y1616
1233 Daniell's first part The first part of the
historie of England




1234 Child Birth The child-birth or
womans lecture
(STC) 13702 Hooke English London T. Orwin 1590 1 R, WP Y1616
1235 Bound on the
Sabbath
Sabbathum Veteris et
Novi Testamenti: or the
true doctrine of the
Sabbath
(STC) 3437 Bownd English London F. Kingston 1606 1 R Y1616








The booke of falconrie
or hawking for the onely
delight and pleasure of
all noblemen and
gentlemen





(STC) 16626 Lloyd English London W. White 1607 1 R Y1616
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1239 Dodd on the
Proverbs
A briefe explanation of
the whole booke of the
Proverbs of Salomon






(STC) 5563 Collins Latin Cambridge C. Legge 1612 1 R Y1616
1241 Godwin of
Bishoppes
A catalogue of the
bishops of England
(STC) 11938 Godwin English London Eliot's Court
Press
1615 1 R Y1616
1242 Anotomy of a
Christian
The anatomie of a
Christian man




1243 Sheldons Surveye A survey of the miracles
of the Church of Rome,
proving them to be
antichristian
(STC) 22399 Sheldon English London E. Griffin 1616 1 R Y1616
1244 Pathway to
Canaan
The pathvvay to Canaan:
or an exposition upon
the xx. and xxi. chapters
of the booke of
Numbers

















omnia eius libri duo




1247 Bishop of Lincolne
Ansquer






Martin the libeller, but
also many other crimes
by some of his broode
(STC) 5682-83a Cooper English London C. Barker 1589 3 R Y1616
1248 Darrell of Witches A true narration of the
strange and grevous
vexation by the Devil, of
7 persons in Lancashire,
and William Somers of
Nottingham




Christ made on the way
to Emaus, to those two
sorrowfull disciples: set
downe in a dialogue by
D Vrbane Regius
(STC) 20851 Rhegius English London W. White 1612 2 R Y1616
1250 Dignitie of Godes
Children
The dignitie of Gods
children. Or An
exposition of 1. John 3:
1.2.3
(STC) 23315.5 Stoughton English London T. Haveland 1610 2 R Y1616
1251 Sutclifes Challenge A challenge concerning
the Romish Church, her
doctrine & practises
(STC) 23454 Sutcliffe English London A. Hatfield 1602 1 R Y1616
1252 Hoptons Stafe Baculum geodaeticum,
sive viaticum, or, The
geodeticall staffe
containing eight bookes










and Mr. Smith the Se-
baptist









1255 Zeggidines Tables 1 Y1616
1256 Downeham on the
xvth Psalme
Lectures on the XV.
Psalme read in the
cathedrall church of S.
Paule, in London
(STC) 7118 Downame English London A. Islip 1604 1 R Y1616
1257 Palmeren Doliva Palmerin d'oliua the first
part




1258 Annalisis Tippica Analysis typica omnium






(STC) 19826 Pflacher Latin London G. Bishop 1587 1 R Y1616
1259 Vission of
Ballams Ass
A vision of Balaams asse
Wherein hee did
perfectly see the present
estate of the Church of
Rome
(STC) 12972 Hay English London Eliot's Court
Press
1616 1 R Y1616
1260 Halls Peace att
Rome
The peace of Rome
Proclaimed to all the
world, by her famous
Cardinall Bellarmine, and
the no lesse famous
casuist Navarre
(STC) 12696-97a Azpilcueta English London J. Windet 1609 2 R Y1616
112





An exposition of the
dominical epistles and
gospels, used in our
English liturgie,
throughout the whole
yeare together with a
reason why the church
did chuse the same






An exposition of al the
principall Scriptures used
in our English liturgie




1264 Doc. Boys Sainte
Days, first parte
An exposition of the
festivall Epistles and
Gospels, used in our
English liturgie
(STC) 3462-62.7 Boys English London Multiple 1613-
1615
1 R Y1616
1265 Golden Cheane of
Salvation
A golden chaine: or The
description of theologie
containing the order of
the causes of saluation
and damnation




husbandry for the well-
ordering of all beasts,
and fowles, and for the
generall cure of their
diseases




1267 David Linsey The vvorks of the
famous and vvorthie
knight Sir Dauid
Lyndesay of the Mont




The eight bookes of
Caius Julius Caesar
conteyning his martiall
exployts in the realme of
Gallia and the countries
bordering upon the same










2 AA, C Y1616
1269 Higgins
Recontation
A sermon preached at
Pauls Crosse the third of
March, 1610. By
Theophilus Higgons. In
testimony of his heartie
reunion with the Church
of England, and humble
submission thereunto





the bookes of Exodus
and Leuiticus, as before
upon Genesis
(STC) 1088-88.5 Babington English London H. Lownes 1604 1 R Y1616
1271 Opera Sadeli Opera theologica 7 possible editions Chandieu Latin Geneva J. le Preux 1592-
1599
1 R Y1616
1272 Parkes Apologie An apologie (STC) 19295 Parkes English London G. Eld 1607 1 R Y1616
1273 Cromtons Justice
of Peace
Loffice et auctoritie de
justices de peace, in part




(STC) 10978-82 Fitzherbert French London Multiple 1 J, Z Y1616
1274 disputatio bible Bible 1 B Y1616
114




of armes described out
of the doings of most
valiant and expert
captaines, and confirmed
both by ancient, and
moderne examples, and
praecedents
(STC) 23468 Sutcliffe English London C. Barker 1593 1 K Y1616
1276 Passenger in Itall.
French and
English
The passenger (STC) 1895-96 Benvenuto Italian,
French &
English




execution of the late
traytors with a relation
of the other traytors,
which were executed at
Worcester, the 27. of
January last past






description of the eight
united Prouinces
(STC) 15485 Le Petit English London G. Eld 1609 1 T Y1616
1279 Jesuites Antipast The Jesuits antepast
conteining, a repy against
a pretensed aunswere to
the Downe-fall of
poperie, lately published
by a masked Iesuite
Robert Parsons by name
(STC) 1824 Bell English London W. Jaggard 1608 1 R Y1616
1280 Johan, de Sacra
Bosco





(CL) 3.35.65 Schultetus Latin Amberg 1613 1 R Y1616
1282 Abstract of the
Parlament
An abstract of all the
penal statutes
(STC) 9526.7-32? Pulton English London T. Wight 1600 1 JO Y1616
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1283 Report of the
Kingdom of Congo
A report of the
kingdome of Congo, a
region of Africa
(STC) 16805 Lopes English London J. Wolf 1597 1 T Y1616
1284 Stevarius ad
Chorinthios
Stevartio Latin 1 R Y1616
1285 Hermans
Disputation
A simple, and religious
consultation of us








1286 Conradii Vorstii Declaration du
serenissime Roy de la
Grand' Bretaigne sur ses
actions devers les Estats
Generaux des Pais bas
unis touchant le faict de
Conradus Vorstius
(STC) 9229? Vorstius French London Eliot's Court
Press




or, a librarye theological
(STC) 5331 Clapham English Amstelrodam S. N. 1597 1 R Y1616
1288 Theator of the
Earth
Theatrum mundi the
theatre or rule of the
world
(STC) 3168-70? Boaistuau English London T. East 1581 1 PP Y1616
1289 Seaven last words
of our Saviour
The seven last wordes of
our Saviour Christ
uttered vpon the crosse











1293 Cassabon Ad epistolam illustr. et
reverendiss. Cardinalis
Perronij, responsio
(STC) 4740-45 Isaac Casaubon
or Corneille de
Breda?










and impresa's of sundry
natures, newly devised,
moralized, and published
(STC) 19511 Peacham, the
younger














1297 Junius on the third
of Moses




Many Du Jon Latin 1 R Y1616
1298 Hurneus in
Hipocrates





















notes uppon the booke
of Hester
(STC) 5696 Cooper English London G. Eld 1609 1 R Y1616
1303 Murtons Incounter The encounter against
M. Parsons




27 sermons preached by
the ryght Reverende
father in God and
constant matir of Jesus
Christe, Maister Hugh
Latimer






Du Jon English 1 R Y1616
1306 Reply to Persons
Libells
A briefe replie to a
certaine odious and
slanderous libel, lately
published by a seditious
Jesuite, calling himselfe
N.D.
(STC) 23453 Sutcliffe English London A. Hatfield 1600 1 R Y1616
1307 Keltridge Lectures The exposition, and
readynges of John
Keltridge




1308 booke of posteles in
engl
English 1 Y1616










(STC) 700-700.3 Aphthonius Greek London Multiple 1572
or
1575
1 AA, C Y1616
1311 Arte of Retoricke The arte of rhetorike for
the use of all sutche as
are studious of
eloquence





The birth of mankynde,
otherwyse named the
womans booke
(STC) 21159-62 Raynalde English London 1585-
1613
1 WP Y1616




1314 Naper on the
Revelations
A plaine discovery, of
the whole Revelation of
S. John set downe in two
treatises
(STC) 18356-56a Napier English Edinburgh A. Hart 1611 1 R Y1616
1315 Phillippes Sermons Certaine godly and
learned sermons:
preached by that worthy
servant of Christ M. Ed.
Philips, as they were
delivered by him in Saint
Saviors in Southwarke




1316 bible in octavo gilt
edge
Bible 1 B Y1616
1317 bible in octavo
phill Claspes
Bible 1 B Y1616
1318 bible in octavo bb
wth services
Bible 1 B Y1616
1319 old bible bb Bible 1 B Y1616
1320 Com test &
psalmes All gilt
Bible 1 B Y1616
1321 Com test & psal
ph
Bible 1 B Y1616
1322 Com booke gilt
edge & corners
Bible 1 B Y1616
1323 Com in ocavo phill
& claspes
Bible 1 B Y1616
1324 Com test &
psalmes plaine
Bible 4 B Y1616
1325 psalters test &
psalmes
Bible 4 B Y1616
1326 single test in octavo Bible 10 B Y1616
1327 Com bookes in
octavo
Bible 9 B Y1616
1328 paper bookes in






Bible 9 B Y1616
1330 Coopers Genologie Coopers chronicle
conteininge the whole
discourse of the histories
as well of this realme, as
all other countreis, with
the succession of their
kynges, the time of their
raigne, and what notable
actes were done by them













Junii Juvenalis et Auli
Persii Flacci satyrae cum
annotationibus ad
marginem


















Christi in terra. The
poore mans garden




1335 Pictures of a
Protestant
The picture of a true
protestant
(STC) 24313-13.5 Tuke English London N. Okes 1609 5 R Y1616
1336 Bright of
Mallencoly
A treatise of melancholy (STC) 3749 Bright English London W. Stansby 1613 1 S Y1616
1337 Hulls third
Worke of Mercy




forth in sixe sermons









(STC) 18911 Overbury English London E. Griffin 1616 2 R Y1616
1339 Verepeus Figures Verrept? 1 AA? Y1616
1340 Right Rule of Lyfe The right rule of a
religious life: or, The
glasse of godlinesse





Howes 1 R Y1616
1342 Silver Watch Bell A silver watch-bell (STC) 24421-6 Tymme English London Multiple 1605-
1616
1 R Y1616
1343 Prentices Practise The prentises practise in
Godlinesse, and his true
freedome Divided into
ten chapters




regarded, and The soules
solace against sorrow






the Song of Salomon




Jus regum, or, A defence
of the regall power and
soveraigne authoritie of
kings against the usurped
claime of the Romish sea
over them, and the late
monstrous paradoxes of
Jesuites in that behalfe
deragatorie unto it
(STC) 1782 Bede English London N. Okes 1612 11 F Y1616
1347 Yong Mans
Inquisission
A yong mans inquisition,
or triall
(STC) 12494 Guild English London P. Raworth 1608 1 R Y1616
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1348 Powell on the
Romans
Prodromus A logicall
resolution of the I.chap.
of the epistle of the
Apostle Paule unto the
Romanes






(STC) 10769? Fenner English Edinburgh R. Waldegrave 1592 1 R Y1616
1350 Withers Workes Withers 1 P Y1616
1351 Sick Mans Salve The sicke mans salve (STC) 1766.7, 1768-
1771







Lectures of J.B. upon the
xii. Articles of our
Christian faith









1354 Strong Helper The strong helper
offering to beare every
mans burden




1355 Markes of Gods
Children
Of the markes of the
children of God and of
their comforts in
afflictions
(STC) 23653-5 Taffin English London Multiple 1608-
1615
1 R Y1616
1356 Treatise of True
Love
A treatise conteining two
parts 1 An exhortation
to true love, loyaltie, and




(STC) 20888? Renniger English London T. Dawson 1587 1 F Y1616
1357 Picture of Christ The picture of Christ (STC) 12569 H. English London G. Eld 1611 1 R Y1616
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1358 Direction to Death A direction to death:
teaching man the way to
die well, that being dead,
he may live ever
(STC) 19766.7 Perneby English London T. Man 1599 3 R Y1616
1359 Efectation Of affectation a morall
discourse, of some
delight, and of much use
for these times, the first
part
(STC) 189.5? Anon. English London H. Lownes 1607 2 PP Y1616
1360 Soule Immortall An excellent treatise of
the immortalytie of the
soule
(STC) 4409 Calvin English London J. Day 1581 1 R Y1616




Bible 1 B Y1616
1363 Wheatleyes
Sermons
A caveat for the
couetous. Or, A sermon
preached at Paules
Crosse, upon the fourth
of December, out of
Luke. 12. 15
(STC) 25300-2 Whatley English London Multiple 1609-
1616
1 R Y1616
1364 Libellus Sinopticus 1 Y1616
1365 Scottes Colloqui Scott? 2 Y1616
1366 Burden of a
loadened
Conscience
The burthen of a loaden
conscience
(STC) 14950-2 Kilby English Cambridge C. Legge 1608-
1616
1 R Y1616











(STC) 3397 Botero English London A. Islip 1602 1 H Y1616




A briefe chronicle (STC) 18263 Munday English London W. Jaggard 1611 1 H Y1616
1371 Manutius Phrases Phrases linguae Latinae (STC) 17280-81 Manuzio, the
younger








(STC) 19948 Piscator Latin London R. Field 1594 1 R Y1616






(STC) 19952-4 Piscator Latin London Multiple 1591-
1596
1 R Y1616


















Summa de exemplis (CL) G*.6.3(E) Sancto
Geminiano
Latin Antwerp P. Belleri 1615 1 R, S Y1616
1377 Senecaes Works Many Seneca 2 AA, C Y1616
1378 Draytons Poems Poems (STC) 7216, 7218,
7220-21.5
Drayton English London Multiple 1605-
1616
1 P Y1616





termes of the lawes of
this realme
(STC) 20711-15 Rastell English London Multiple 1602-
1615
2 J Y1616
1380 Litletons Tennures Littleton's tenures [or]
Les tenures de Monsieur
Littleton




1 J, Z Y1616






(STC) 11196 Fortescue English London T. Wight 1599 1 J Y1616
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1382 Glanvell on the
Law
Tractatus de legibus &
consuetudinibus regni
Angliae
(STC) 11906 Glanvilla Latin London A. Islip 1604 1 J Y1616









(STC) 23281 Stockwood Latin London A. Islip 1597 1 AA Y1616











Eis auto touto Izakiou
tou Tzetzou exegema
(CL) Y.2.15 Chalcidensis Greek &
Latin




Les tenures de Monsieur
Littleton
(STC) 15730-53 Littleton English? 1530-
1599
1 AA Y1616
1389 Polanus Collegium Amandus Polanus, de
ratione legendi cum
fructu autores, imprimis
sacros, & dignoscendi in
illis proposita, themata
argumenta tractatus
(CL) F.5.104 Polanus von
Polansdorf
Latin Basel 1603 1 R Y1616
1390 Poetica Lattina
Nova
Latin 1 P Y1616
1391 Beza upon Job Job expounded by
Theodore Beza
(STC) 2019-20 Bèze Latin or
Englist
London Multiple 1589 1 R Y1616
1392 Silva
Sinonimorum





1393 Drax Callapaea Calliepeia or a rich store-
house of proper, choise,
and elegant Latine words
and phrases










(STC) 5400.5-04 Clenardus Greek London F. Kingston 1616 3 AA Y1616
1395 Childrens
Dictionary
A dictionarie in English
and Latine for children,
and yong beginners
(STC) 25884-6 Withals Latin &
English
London T. Purfoot 1602-
1616
1 Y Y1616
1396 Camdens Gramers Institutio Graecae
grammatices









Epigrammaton (STC) 17492 Martialis Latin London F. Kingston 1615 2 C Y1616
1399 Musters Hebru
Gramer





(CL) K*.6.46(F)? Clenardus Latin &
Hebrew
Cologne 1561 1 AA Y1616







1402 Scriptura Privata 1 R Y1616
1403 Greek Gramer Greek 1 AA, C Y1616
1404 Clerke de Aulico De curiali sive aulico
libri quatuor
(STC) 4787 Castiglione Latin London T. Adams 1612 3 R Y1616
1405 Anglorum Prella Anglorum praelia ab
anno Domini, 1327
(STC) 18773-73.7 Ockland Latin London H. Bynneman 1582 1 F Y1616
1406 Ozorius de
Institutione
De regis institutione et
disciplina
(USTC) 662790 Osório Latin Cologne A. Mylius 1588 1 F Y1616
1407 Halls Carracters Characters of vertues
and vices in two bookes
(STC) 12648 Hall English London M. Bradwood 1608 1 P Y1616
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1408 Jewells Sermons Certaine sermons
preached before the
Queens Majestie, and at
Paules crosse, by the
reverend father John
Jewel late Bishoppe of
Salisbury
(STC) 14599 Jewel English London Ri. Bradock 1603 1 R Y1616
1409 Perkins of
Witchcraft
A discourse of the
damned art of witchcraft










A godlie forme of
householde government
for the ordering of
private families







(BL) 1018.i.20. Ursinus Latin Geneva S. Crispinum 1612 4 R Y1616
1412 Lambertes Justice
of Peace
Eirenarcha: or Of the
office of the justices of
peace in foure bookes
(STC) 15170-73 Lambard English London Multiple 1602-
1614
1 F Y1616
1413 Corderius Colloqui Colloquiorum
Scholasticorum
(STC) 5759.4 Cordier Latin London Ri. Bradock 1608 7 AA Y1616
1414 Salustus Many Sallustius
Crispus






(STC) 21821.6 Schonaeus Latin London Stationers'
Society
1610 24 AA Y1616
1416 Ovid
Metamorphises
Metamorphosis Many Ovidius Naso 5 AA, C Y1616
1417 Prudentius Prudentius
Clemens
Latin 2 P, C Y1616
1418 Tullis Epistles Many Cicero Latin 4 AA, C Y1616
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1419 Virgills Many Ovidius Naso 3 AA, C Y1616
1420 Apthonius Aphthonii
progymnasmata





3 AA, C Y1616
1421 Tullis Offices De officiis Many Cicero Latin London F. Kingston 1614 2 AA, C Y1616
1422 Hoptons
Concordance













(STC) 7174 Draxe English London J. Bill 1616 3 R Y1616
1424 Tullis Workes Many Cicero 1 AA, C Y1616
1425 Marropedius Methodus de
conscribendis epistolis
(STC) 17176.4-76.7 Marcopedius Latin London R. Field 1600-
1614
2 AA? Y1616
1426 Seatons Logickes Dialectica Joannis Setoni (STC) 22255 Seton Latin London F. Kingston 1611 2 AA Y1616
1427 Terrences Many Terentius Afer 6 Y1616








Ribadeneyra Latin Mainz G. Butgenii 1603
or
1604






The first foure bookes of
Virgils Æneis
(CL) Syn.8.61.18? Polyander English Dordrecht G. Walters 1611 1 R Y1616
1432 Laurentius Valla Many Valla 1 Y1616
1433 Preperrative to the
Law
A direction or
preparative to the study
of the lawe
(STC) 11410 Fulbeck English London A. Islip 1600 1 J Y1616
1434 Tractatus de
Ecclesia
Tractatus de ecclesia (USTC) 451670 Mornay Latin Geneva J. le Preux 1599 1 R Y1616
1435 Duch booke Dutch 1 Y1616
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1436 Treasure of Health The treasury of health (STC) 14654 Pope Joannes
XXI






(USTC) 203471 Galenus Latin Paris S. de Colines 1531 1 V Y1616
1438 Laudaiurus Vives Many Vives English 1 Y1616
1439 Ramus Gramer Many Ramus 1 AA Y1616
1440 Aesopp Fables Fables (STC) 172, 181.5-82,
187
Aesopus English London Multiple 1585-
1596
2 AA, C Y1616
1441 Justius Justi Lipsi de constantia
libri duo
















ad puerorum in scholis




1444 Aesopp Fables Fables (STC) 172, 181.5-82,
187
Aesopus English London Multiple 1585-
1596
8 AA, C Y1616
1445 Gramers Grammar 6 AA Y1616














Eirenarcha: or of the
office of the justices of
peace in two bookes







(STC) 4771.5-73 Castellion Latin London Multiple 1601-
1611
1 R Y1616
1449 Dentes Pathwaye The plaine mans path-
way to heaven










1595 1 S Y1616





Dradreus? Latin 1 Y1616
1453 single psalter 1 R Y1616
1454 Altiates Emblems
with a coment
Emblemata (BL) 637.d.1. Alciat Latin Lyon G. Rouillij 1614 1 PP Y1616
1455 Meane upon
Virgill




Many Bible Greek &
Latin
1 R Y1616
1457 Brightman on the
Revelation
The Revelation of S.
John illustrated with an
analysis & scholions
(STC) 3756 Brightman English Leiden J. Claesson
van Dorpe
1616 1 R Y1616









1459 Renodeus Renodeus? 1 Y1616
1460 Buxtorphius
Hebru Gramer
Buxtorf Hebrew 1 AA Y1616


























prior, ex generali physica
de loco
(CL) R*.5.75(F) Keckermann Latin Hanover 1611 1 PP Y1616













Romanorum, a C. Julio
Cæsare usque ad
Constantinum Magnum













(BL) 1478.d.19. Keckermann Latin Hanover G. Antonius 1612 1 S Y1616
1471 Cursus Keckerman Keckermann 1 Y1616
1472 Daneus Politiques Politicorum
aphorismorum silva
(USTC) 423033 Daneau Latin Leiden C. Plantin 1591 1 J Y1616
1473 Daneus Ethickes Ethices Christianae, libri
tres














Winckelmannus Latin 1 R Y1616










1478 Josephus Wares of
the Jewes
Josephus 3 R Y1616
1479 Morrall Philosophi A treatise of morrall
philosophie












(STC) 20157? Aristoteles Latin Oxford J. Barnes 1594 1 AA, C Y1616
1481 Domitii Placi Jesu
Theologie





(STC) 1216 Baker English London T. Purfoot 1612 2 AA Y1616






(USTC) 640415 Irenaeus Latin Cologne In officina
Birckmannica
1596 1 R Y1616
1485 Junius Paralells Sacrorum parallelorum
libri tres
(STC) 7301 Du Jon Latin London Eliot's Court
Press
1591 1 R Y1616
1486 Ramus Philosophy Many Ramus 1 AA Y1616
1487 Morney de
Ecclesia
Tractatus de ecclesia (USTC) 451670 Mornay Latin Geneva J. le Preux 1599 1 R Y1616






















(STC) 4116-16.5 Burhill Latin London E. Griffin 1613 1 R Y1616
1490 Beazaes
Confession
Maunsell vol. 1., p.
9,
Bèze English London R. Ward 1589 1 R Y1616
1491 Peter Marter de
eucharisti
De eucharistia Many Vermigli Latin 1 R Y1616
1492 Beda Exomita Axiomata philosophica (STC) 1777 Beda
Venerabilis
Latin London R. Yardley 1592 1 PP, C Y1616
1493 Vellentius upon
Johannes
Valentia? 1 R Y1616





initio mundi ad praesens
usque
(STC) 17041 Lydiat Latin London F. Kingston 1609 1 R Y1616
1496 Litletons Tenures Littleton's tenures [or]
Les tenures de Monsieur
Littleton
(STC) 15754-81 Littleton French or
English
1 Z Y1616
1497 Opera Poeticarum 1 P Y1616
1498 Manuellii Opera 1 Y1616
1499 Morney on the
Church
A treatise of the church
in which are handled all
the principall questions
(STC) 18161 Mornay English London C. Barker 1581 1 R Y1616
1500 Temple upon
Ramus Logick
Epistola de dialectica P.
Rami




1501 Ramus Philosophy Many Ramus 1 AA Y1616
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(STC) 24031 Thomson Latin London Eliot's Court
Press











The sieges of Nicosia
and Famagusta in Cyprus
(CL)
Mellon.CM05375











1508 Davidis Chitreii A soveraigne salve for a
sick soule








(STC) 2352 Laodicensis Greek &
Latin
London G. Bishop 1590 1 R Y1616
1510 Linnacrii
Brittaina
Linacre Latin 1 Y1616
1511 Theophrastus de
Historia

















Alphabetum Graecum (USTC) 610992 Sylburg Greek Frankfurt C. de Marne 1591 1 AA Y1616
1515 Andrea Hyperii A special treatise of
Gods providence and of
comforts against all
kinde of crosses and
calamities to be drawne
from the same, with an
exposition of the 107.
Psalme




1517 Behive of the
Romish Church
The bee hive of the
Romish Church





(STC) 21285 Rollock Latin Edinburgh R. Waldegrave 1597 1 R Y1616





1520 Rossii de Regis
Brittaniae













(STC) 21317 Rosa Latin London R. Field 1608 1 F Y1616
1521 Jacobi Micellii de
re mettrica




Qualbergius? 1 R Y1616
1523 Old Dutch booke Dutch 1 Y1616
1524 Hironimus
Cardanus





(BL) 519.b.21. Aristoteles Latin M. Mureti 1602 1 AA, C Y1616
1526 Esopp Fables,
with a coment
Fables (STC) 187? Aesopus English London E. Bollifont 1585 1 AA, C Y1616
1527 Mercurius Gallo-
belgicus
A relation of all matters
passed especially in
France and the Low-
Countries, touching the
causes of the warre now
in Cleveland
(STC) 20862 von Isselt English London F. Kingston 1614 5 H Y1616






(BL) 520.a.24. Veltkirch Latin Wittemburg S. Gronenberg 1595 1 AA Y1616











M.DC.VI. entre le Pape




French S. Vincent P. Marceau 1607 1 R Y1616












(STC) 24653 Verrept Latin London R. Field 1592 1 AA Y1616
1536 Tulli ad Atticum In Epistolas Ciceronis ad
Atticum
Many Cicero Latin 1 AA Y1616
1537 Theophrastus de
Causis Plantarum
Historia Plantarum Many Theophrastus Latin 1 S, C Y1616
1538 Tullis Sentenses Sententiae Ciceronis Many Cicero Latin 2 AA, C Y1616
1539 Aristotle Retorick Many Aristoteles 2 AA, C Y1616
1540 Cipprians
Gramers
Many Cyprian 2 AA, C Y1616
1541 Gallaines
Phisickes
Many Galenus 1 V Y1616
1542 Pomerius de Beata
Virgina
De Beata Virgine Many Pomère Latin 1 R Y1616
1543 Rerum Societatae
Jesu
Rerum a Societate Jesu
in Oriente gestarvm
tractatus
Many Maffei Latin 1 R Y1616
1544 Homer Odisses,
Greek and Lattin
Ομηρου Ιλιας η μαλλον 
απαντα τα σωζομενα or 
Homeri Ilias




Strasbourg T. Rihel 1572 1 AA, C Y1616
1545 Medicine Veterum Idea medicinae veterum Earlier edition of
(CL) K.6.3?
Beverwyck Latin Lyon Ex officina
Elseviriorum
1637 1 V Y1616
1546 Hyperii Theologia De theologo, seu, De
ratione studii theologici
libri IIII
(USTC) 631691 Hyperius Latin Basel Ex officina
Oporiniana
1582 1 R Y1616
1547 Ovides small
workes
Many Ovidius Naso 1 AA, C Y1616
1548 Ovid
Metamorphises


















Quintilianus Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
1552 Dionysio Fonta
nona
Dionysius? 1 C? Y1616
1553 Lutians Dialoges Dialogi Selectiores,
cœlestes, marini, &
inferni
Many Samosatensis Latin 1 AA? Y1616
1554 Cesarius Logickes Many Caesarius 2 AA Y1616
1555 Jocams Logick Jocam? 1 Y1616
1556 Old Lattin book
of Homiles










5 AA, C Y1616
1558 Fregius
Arethmatick
J. T. Freigii quæstiones
geometricæ et
stereometricæ in Euclidis















(STC) 753 Aristoteles Latin London H. Bynneman 1581 1 AA, C Y1616






(STC) 15192? Lanfrancus (of
Milan)?
English London T. Marsh 1565 1 S Y1616
1562 Decades of the
West Indies
De novo orbe, or the
historie of the west
Indies






Many Bèze Latin 1 B Y1616
1565 De Elocutione
Imitasio





Many Cauliaco Latin? 1 V Y1616
1567 Witt Craft The arte of reason,
rightly termed, witcraft
teaching a perfect way to
argue and dispute
(STC) 15541 Lever English London H. Bynneman 1573 1 AA Y1616
1568 Fregius Padagogus Joan. Thomae Freigii
paedagogus
(USTC) 667397 Freige Latin Basel S. Henricpetri 1582 1 AA Y1616
1569 Tullis Philosophi Many Cicero 1 PP, C Y1616




French 1 V Y1616








1575 Camerii Consillio Commentatiuncula non





(USTC) 623637 Camerarius Latin Leipzig J. Steinmann 1579 1 AA Y1616
1576 Manutius Phrases,
old
Phrases linguae Latinae (STC) 17280-81 Manuzio, the
younger




1577 Old Justice of
Peace
Eirenarcha: or of the
office of the iustices of
peace in two bookes
(STC) 15163-67 Lambard English London H. Bynneman 1581-
1592
1 J Y1616
1578 Piscator on Ramus
Gramer
In P. Rami Dialecticam
animaduersiones Joan.
Piscatoris












(STC) 20157? Aristoteles Latin Oxford J. Barnes 1594 1 AA, C Y1616
1580 Mundayes
Philosophie
Munday? 1 PP Y1616
1581 Perrasensus Paracelsus? 1 S? Y1616
1582 Part of the Bible
by Jerome






















religion framed out of
Gods word, and the
writings of the best
divines, methodically
handled by questions
and answers, fit for all
such as desire to know,
or practise the will of
God
(STC) 3961? Bucanus English London G. Snowdon 1606 1 R Y1616
1588 Erasmus Addages Proverbes or adagies (STC) 10441 Erasmus English London W. How 1569 1 R Y1616
1589 Exercise of a
fathfull Soule
The exercise of the
faithfull soule
(STC) 24144 Tossanus English London H. Middleton 1583 1 R Y1616
1590 Imitation gilt Of the imitation of
Christ
(STC) 23979-82.5 Thomas à
Kempis
English London P. Short 1592-
1614
1 R Y1616
1591 Practise of Pietie
ph.




1592 Sanctuary ph. The sanctuarie of a
troubled soule
(STC) 13003.5-5a.5 Hayward English London Multiple 1601-
1610
1 R Y1616
1593 Com & psalmes
phil Claspes
Bible 1 B Y1616
1594 David Psalmes ph Bible 2 B Y1616
1595 Supplication of
Saintes




1596 Imitation whole ph Of the imitation of
Christ
(STC) 23979-82.5 Thomas à
Kempis









1598 David Slinge Davids sling against
great Goliah
(STC) 14012-13.7 Hutchins English London P. Short 1593-
1601
1 R Y1616
1599 Securitie The enimie of securitie
or A dailie exercise of
godly meditations
drawne out of the pure




Habermann English London Multiple 1579-
1611
1 R Y1616
1600 Practise of the
Faithfull
The practise of the
faithfull
(STC) 24314 Tuke English London J. Beale 1613 1 R Y1616
1601 Love of God Theophilus, or Love
divine
























The Christians guide (STC) 376.7 Alliston English London T. Snodham 1614 2 R Y1616
1606 Resolution, first
part




(STC) 19353-74 Parsons English 2 R Y1616
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1607 One Helpe unto
Devotion
A helpe unto devotion
containing certain
moulds or forms of
prayer, fitted to seueral
occasions











1609 History of the
Bible
The history of the Bible
briefly collected by way
of question and answere
(STC) 19105.5-07 Pagit English London J. Legat 1602-
1613
1 R Y1616
1610 Practice of the
Faithfull
The practise of the
faithfull
(STC) 24314 Tuke English London J. Beale 1613 2 R Y1616




1613 Introduction to a
devote life
An introduction to a
devoute life








1614 Christian Sacrifise Earlier edition of
(STC) 23314?
Stoughton English 2 R Y1616
1615 Sinners Glass The sinners glasse
collected out of Saint
Augustine and other
ancient fathers
(STC) 953.5 Augustinus English London J. Windet 1609 2 R Y1616











Epictetus his manuall (STC) 10424-6 Epictetus English London Multiple 1610
or
1616
2 PP, C Y1616
1619 Mueses Sacrifise The muses sacrifice (STC) 6338 Davies English London T. Snodham 1612 1 R Y1616
1620 Discourse of Life
and Death
A discourse of life and
death




1621 Dayly Exercise Earlier edition of
(STC) 18301?




sole-talke of the soule,
or, the fourth booke of
the Imitation of Christ
(STC) 23996-7? Thomas à
Kempis







(STC) 15687.7 Ling English London W. S. 1615 1 AA Y1616
1624 Pose of Prayers Pose of Prayers Earlier edition of
(STC) 23934.5?
Themylthorp English London T. Dawson 1613? 2 R Y1616
1625 Pensive Soules
Delight
A pensive soules delight,
Or, The devout mans
helpe
(STC) 18628 Noren English London W. Stansby 1615 1 R Y1616
1626 Doctrine of the
Bible
The Doctrine of the
Bible
(STC) 3022.7-27 Anon. English London Multiple 1604-
1616
1 R Y1616
1627 Halls Vowes Meditations and vowes,
divine and morall
(STC) 12679-83? Hall English London Multiple 1605-
1616
1 R Y1616
1628 Bernerdes Stafe of
Comfort
A staffe of comfort to
stay the weake from
falling very needfull for
the afflicted
(STC) 1963.7 Bernard English London F. Kingston 1616 1 R Y1616
1629 Granadus
Devotion














1632 Hooper of Christes
Office
A declaration of Christe
and of his offyce
compylyd
(STC) 13745 Hooper English Zurich A. Fries 1547 1 R Y1616
1633 Emanuell of the
Bibles Doctrine
Emanuel? 1 R Y1616
1634 English Pharrasie The English pharise (STC) 24962 Walker English London S. N. 1616 1 R Y1616
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1635 Diers Tables La table al lieur des
reportes del tresreverend




(STC) 7392 Ashe French London T. Wight 1600 1 J, Z Y1616




(STC) 20147.5 Powel English London F. Kingston 1607 1 R Y1616
1637 De conservandii
vera beatitudine









1639 Seaven Sparkes of
the unkindled
Soule
Seaven sparkes of the
enkindled soule












1641 Samsons Jawbone Sampsons javvbone
against the spiritual
Philistine
(STC) 14014 Hutchins English London P. Short 1601 1 R Y1616
1642 Moolaines Prayers The Christian combate,
or, A treatise of
afflictions, with a prayer
and meditation of the
faithfull soule
(STC) 7316? Du Moulin, the
elder





(STC) 22874 Smith English Cambridge J. Legat 1603 1 R Y1616




















Bible 1 B Y1616
1649 Resolution, first
and second part
The Booke of Christian
exercise appertaining to
resolution
(STC) 19385 Parsons English London J. Roberts 1601 1 R Y1616
1650 Middleborough
Psalmes, gilt
Bible 1 B Y1616




Bible 1 B Y1616
1652 Deringes Prayers Godlie private praiers,
for househoulders to
meditate uppon, and to
saye in theyr families





(STC) 24190.7-97.5 Anon. English London J. Charlewood 1581 1 R Y1616
1654 Right Godly Rule,
in ph.
A right godly rule how
all faithfull Christians
ought to occupie and
exercise themselves in
their dayly prayers
(STC) 21446.7 Anon. English London F. Kingston 1602 1 R Y1616
1655 Baybush, in ph. A Beautifull baybush to
shrowd us from the
sharp shovvers of sinne
containing many notable
prayers and meditations
(STC) 1599-99.7 Anon. [or John
Wolfe]






The conduit of comfort (STC) 11037.3 Fleming English London H. Denham 1579 1 R Y1616
1657 Pretius Pearle, in
fillites
A spirituall, and most
precious pearle





1658 Rosary of Prayers 1 R Y1616
1659 Mores
Cattachismes
Catechism Many More 6 R Y1616
1660 Christian Prayers Christian praiers and
holie meditations as wel
for private as publique
exercise
(STC) 4032.3? Bull English London J. Beale 1614 1 R Y1616
1661 Deringes Prayers Godly private prayers,
for housholders to
meditate upon, and to
say in their families
(STC) 6681.5 Dering English London Ja. Roberts 1600 1 R Y1616
1662 Alphabet of
Prayers
The alphabet of praiers
verie fruitfull to be
exercised and used of
everie Christian
(STC) 4562.5 Cancellar English London Stationer's
Society
1610 1 R Y1616
1663 Godly Garden A godlie garden out of
which most comfortable
hearbes may be gathered
for the health of the
wounded conscience of
all penitent sinners
(STC) 11557-59 Anon. English London Multiple 1581-
1607
1 R Y1616
1664 third part of the
Bible
Bible 1 B Y1616
1665 Garland of Godly
Flores
The garlande of godly
flowers bewtifully
adorned as most freshly
they flourish in the
gardeins of right faithfull
Christian writers




1666 Pretius Pearle A spirituall, and most
precious pearle




1667 Com & psalmes
in 16




Bible 3 B Y1616
1669 singinge of psalmes
in 16
Bible 5 B Y1616
1670 seruis & psalmes
in small print
Bible 2 B Y1616
1671 godly garden wth
psalms old
A godly garden out of
which most comfortable
herbs may be gathered
for the health of the
wounded conscience of
all penitent sinners
(STC) 11555-57 Anon. English London H. Middleton 1574-
1581
1 R Y1616
1672 Flores Doctorum Flores doctorum pene




(CL) Hib.8.61.2 Palmer Latin Geneva? J. Stoer 1614 2 R Y1616
1673 Ceasers
Comentaries
The eight bookes of
Caius Julius Caesar
conteyning his martiall
exployts in the realme of
Gallia and the countries
bordering upon the same










9 AA, C Y1616
1674 Dapes Ceseronis Latin 1 Y1616
1675 Valerius Theologie Valerius? Latin 1 R Y1616
1676 Valerius
Maximus
Valerius? Latin 2 Y1616
1677 Textors Epistles Epistolae Joannis Ravisii
textoris
Many Ravisius Textor Latin 1580 4 R Y1616
148








(STC) 18951? Ovidius Naso Latin T. Thomas 1584 1 AA, C Y1616
1679 Tullis Orations Orationum Many Cicero Latin 1579-
1616
4 AA, C Y1616
1680 Flores Poetarum Poetarum illustrium
flores






1682 Homer Odises Many Homerus Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
1683 Textors Diologes Dialogi aliqvot
festiuissimi
(STC) 20761 Ravisius Textor Latin London H. Bynneman 1581 3 R Y1616
1684 Textors Epetheton Epithetorum Ioann.
Rauisii Textoris
(STC) 20762.5 Ravisius Textor Latin London H. Middleton 1579 1 AA Y1616
1685 Fernelius
Phisickes
Pharmacia Jo. Fernelii (CL) Kkk.487? Fernel Latin Hanover C. Marnium 1605 1 V Y1616





(STC) 17289 Manuzio Latin London Ro. Bradock 1603 2 R Y1616
1688 Lattin Testaments Bible Latin 3 B Y1616
1689 Lattin Virgills Pub. Vergilii Maronis
opera scholiis doctissimis
marginalibus illustrata,
cum verborum & rerum
indice
(STC) 24792 Ovidius Naso Latin London R. Field 1616 3 AA, C Y1616












(STC) 758? Aristoteles Latin London G. Bishop 1583 1 AA, C Y1616
149
1693 Flores Bibliae Latin 1 R Y1616
1694 Poeta Minores Latin 1 P Y1616
1695 Ascams Epistles Disertissimi viri Rogeri
Aschami
(STC) 829? Ascham Latin London A. Hatfield 1590 1 R Y1616
1696 Manutius Phrases Phrases linguae Latinae (STC) 17280-81 Manuzio, the
younger
Latin London R. Field 1595-
1599
1 Y Y1616
1697 Tullis Sentenses Sententiae Ciceronis Many Cicero Latin 2 AA, C Y1616
1698 Osorius de Gloria Hieronymi Osorii
Lusitani, siluensis
episcopi, de gloria, libri
V










(STC) 17492 Martialis Latin London F. Kingston 1615 1 AA, C Y1616
1700 parts of the bible
in lattin
Bible Latin 2 B Y1616
1701 Bookes of the
Bible
Bible Latin 3 B Y1616
1702 Tullis Offices De officiis Many Cicero Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
1703 Appianii An auncient historie and
exquisite chronicle of the
Romanes warres, both
civile and foren
(STC) 712.5-713.5 Appian Latin London Multiple 1578 1 H, C Y1616
1704 Psalmes in Lattin
prose
Bible Latin 1 B Y1616
1705 Preces Sacraae Preces Sacrae ex Psalmis
Davidis desumptae
(USTC) 686369 Vermigli Latin Zurich C.
Froschoverus
1578 1 R Y1616
1706 Velerius Cordus Cordus Latin 1 S Y1616




in libros septem digestae
Many continental
editions






The eight bookes of
Caius Julius Caesar
conteyning his martiall
exployts in the realme of
Gallia and the countries
bordering upon the same














1711 Tullis Epistles Epistles ad familiares Many Cicero Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
1712 Ignatius Instructon Ignatius de
Loyola
Latin 1 R Y1616
1713 Scottes Inchiredion Scott? Latin 1 Y1616
1714 Salustus Many Sallustius
Crispus
Latin 1 AA, C Y1616





Seneca Latin Cologne S. Crispinum 1604 1 AA, C Y1616
1717 Greate Serus Latin 1 Y1616
1718 Tullii ad
Herenium
Consolatio Liber, quo se
ipsum de filiae morte
consolatus est
(STC) 5323? Cicero Latin London H. Middleton 1583 1 AA, C Y1616
1719 Fleminii in
Psalmas
Many editions Flaminio Latin 1 R Y1616
1720 Ovid de Artii
Amandii
Many Ovidius Naso Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
1721 Tullii de Oretore De oratore libri III ; De
optimo genere oratorum;
De claris oratoribus
Many Cicero Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
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1722 Old Horrace Quincti Horatii Flacci




Latin London N. Newton 1585 1 P Y1616
1723 Cesarius Logicke Many Caesarius Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
1724 gilt primers Primer Latin 3 AA Y1616
1725 plaine primer Primer Latin 1 AA Y1616
1726 Com Testa &
psalmes gilt
Bible 1 B Y1616
1727 Com testa &
psalmes Cross gilt
Bible 1 B Y1616
1728 Testa & psalmes
cross gilt
Bible 1 B Y1616
1729 Testa & psalmes
cross gilt edge
Bible 1 B Y1616
1730 Com & psalmes
gilt
Bible 1 B Y1616
1731 testa & psalmes
cross ph
Bible 1 B Y1616
1732 testa & psalmes
Clasped
Bible 1 B Y1616
1733 psalter & psalmes
fillits
Bible 1 B Y1616
1734 Small Poetes 3 P Y1616
1735 psalmes engl ph
Claspes
Bible 2 B Y1616
1736 psalms gilt engl
letter
Bible 2 B Y1616
1737 gilt edge eng letter Bible 3 B Y1616
1738 psalters &
psalmes gilt edge
Bible 2 B Y1616
1739 psalmes roman
Claspes
Bible 3 B Y1616
1740 gilt edge roman Bible 2 B Y1616
1741 dull gilt roman Bible 1 B Y1616
152
1742 prayers in 32
silvered
19 R Y1616
1743 bibles cross silvered Bible 12 B Y1616
1744 psalter & one
psalmes old
Bible 1 B Y1616
1745 Peuerilis Confabu Confabulaciones Pueriles Many Latin 27 AA Y1616
1746 Peuerilis Sentensia Sententiae Pueriles Many Latin 27 AA Y1616
1747 Nowells
Cattachismes
Many Nowell Latin 9 AA Y1616






(STC) 14272? Isocrates Greek London J. Norton 1615 9 AA, C Y1616
1750 Susanbrotus
Figures





(STC) 23440 Susenbrotus Latin London G. Eld 1608 6 AA Y1616
1751 Ovid Fastorum Fastorum (USTC) 406546? Ovidius Naso Latin Antwerp C. Plantin 1581 5 AA, C Y1616
1752 Sturmis Epistles The epistle that Johan
Sturmius, a man of great
lerninge and jugement,
sent to the Cardynalles
and prelates that were
chosen and appointed by
the Bysshop of Rome, to
serche out the abuses of
the churche
(STC) 23407? Sturm English London T. Berthelet 1538 11 AA Y1616
153
1753 Mansinus Mancinus de quatuor
virtutibus Petri
Carmeliani hexastichon
in Dominici Mancini de
quatuor cardineis
virtutibus libellum
(STC) 17239.7 Mancini Latin London Stationer's
Society
1613 8 AA Y1616
1754 Tulli Pro Archia
Poeta
Cicero Latin 20 AA, C Y1616
1755 Bellam
Gramatticale
Bellum grammaticale (STC) 12420? Guarna English London H. Bynneman 1576 10 AA Y1616










3 AA, C Y1616
1758 Seales Catta: in
Lattin
Seale? Latin 9 AA Y1616
1759 Cato Many Cato 1 AA, C Y1616
1760 paper booke of
Ryall paper of five
queares in forrell
1 Y1616
1761 of Duch paper two
queares
1 Y1616





1763 of three quears pott
paper in forrell
1 Y1616
1764 of Ruled paper two
queares
1 Y1616





1766 in quarto of two
queares A peece
4 Y1616
1767 in quarto of one
queare A peece
2 Y1616




1769 paper booke in
folio two queares
1 Y1616
1770 Pilgrims Solace A pilgrimes solace (STC) 7098 Dowland English London T. Snodham 1612 1 M Y1616
1771 Downehams first
booke
The first booke of
songes or ayres of fowre
partes with tableture for
the lute
(STC) 7091-4 Dowland English London Multiple 1597-
1613
1 M Y1616
1772 of other sortes 5 M Y1616
1773 Wilkes first set Cantus primus (STC) 25205 Weelkes English London T. Este 1597 1 M Y1616





practicioner in the art of
musicke
(STC) 26105 Youll English London T. Este 1608 1 M Y1616
1775 Settes of Allisons An howres recreation in
musicke apt for
instrumentes and voyces
(STC) 356 Allison English London J. Windet 1606 2 M Y1616
1776 Settes of Ittallian
Songes
2 M Y1616
1777 Settes of Eastes The second set of
madrigales to 3. 4. and 5.
parts apt for viols and
voices












The gardeners labyrinth (STC) 13489 Hill English London H. Ballard 1608 1 U Y1616
1781 Castle of Health The castle of health (STC) 7657 Elyot English London W. Jaggard 1610 2 V Y1616





former times by 24.
famous Romain-
Catholickes concerning
the Church of Romes
defection, tribulation,
and reformation




1784 Mirror of Majesty Earlier edition of
(STC) 11496?




1786 Arte of Retoricke The arte of rhetorike for
the use of all sutche as
are studious of
eloquence
(STC) 25804-806 Wilson English London Multiple 1580-
1585
1 AA Y1616
1787 Poesinge of the
Accidence
The posing of the parts.
Or, A most plaine and
easie way of examining
the accidence and
grammar




1788 Tobacco Tortured Tobacco tortured, or,
The filthie fume of
tobacco refined shewing
all sorts of subiects
(STC) 6436 Deacon English London R. Field 1616 2 N Y1616
1789 Saint Peters
Complaint





1790 Robert on the
xxxth Psalme
An exposition upon the
hundred and thirtie
Psalme



















(STC) 22953 Southwell English London T. Snodham 1609 3 R Y1616
1794 Evordamus 2 H? Y1616
1795 Wittes Fites and
Fancies
Wits, fits, and fancies (STC) 5741 Copley English London E. Allde 1614 2 L Y1616
1796 Pette Pallace A petite pallace of Pettie
his pleasure conteyning
many pretie histories, by
him set foorth in comely
colours, and most
delyghtfully discoursed
(STC) 19821-23 Pettie English London Multiple 1590-
1613
1 L Y1616
1797 Hero and Leander Hero and Leander (STC) 17418 Marlowe English London W. Stansby 1613 3 L Y1616
1798 Guy of Warwick The famous historie, of
Guy Earle of Warwick
(STC) 21378 Rowlands English London E. Allde 1609 3 P Y1616
1799 Tryumph of Tyme Pandosto, The triumph
of time
(STC) 12289 Greene English London T. Creede 1614 2 L Y1616
1800 Tushers
Husbandry
Five hundreth points of
good husbandrie






euerlasting of right good
effect frutefully
augmented by the author
(STC) 435.43 Digges English London T. Marsh 1567 1 S Y1616
1802 Willobie Avisa Willobie his Auisa or the
true picture of a modest
maide

















1804 Second Part of
English Arcadia
The second and last part
of the first booke of the
English Arcadia
(STC) 17352 Markham English London N. Okes 1613 1 L Y1616
1805 Pope Joan Pope Joane, A dialogue
betvveene a protestant
and a papist
(STC) 5659 Cooke English London R. Field 1610 1 R Y1616
1806 Twofold Tribute The two-folde tribute or
two speciall duties
commanded by our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ
to be rendred
(STC) 7474 Eburne English London F. Kingston 1613 1 R Y1616
1807 Spelling bookes A nevv booke of spelling
with syllables







was agreed by the
archbishops and bishops
of both prouinces, and
the whole clergie in the
Conuocation holden at
London in the yeere of
our Lord God 1562
(STC) 10049 Church of
England





(STC) 4580 Anon. English London N. Okes 1608 1 R Y1616




wit, in a penny-worth of
paper, Or, The hermites
(STC) 14973 King English London T. Thorp 1613 1 L Y1616
158
1812 History of Jacob The history of Jacob and
his twelve sonnes
(STC) 14326 Anon. English London J. Harrison 1570 6 R Y1616
1813 Old Thrift newly
revived
An olde thrift nevvly
revived
(STC) 4923 Church English London W. Stansby 1612 3 U Y1616
1814 Leighs Survey The moste profitable
and commendable
science, of surveying of
landes, tenementes, and
hereditamentes




1815 Hopp Garden A perfite platforme of a
hoppe garden and
necessarie instructions
for the making and
mayntenaunce thereof




1817 Kinges Prerogative An exposition of the
Kinges praerogative







lewde, idle, froward, and
unconstant women








of Doni drawne out of
the ancient writers




or the Sonne of God in
his agonie




1822 Sermons in one
bundle, of sortes
15 R Y1616
1823 Ordringe of Bees The feminine monarchie
or a treatise concerning
bees, and the due
ordering of them
(STC) 4192 Butler English Oxford J. Barnes 1609 1 U Y1616
159








(STC) 24316-16a Tuke English London T. Creede 1616 1 R Y1616
1826 bookes in quarto 18 Y1616
1827 sticht bookes litle
works
60 Y1616
1828 sticht bookes litle
works
44 Y1616




Frankfurt Fair? 1 Catalogu
e
Y1616
1830 Accidences Many 4 AA Y1616
1831 Montillion Earlier edition of
(STC) 11167?





Greene 2 H Y1616




1834 School of Vertues The schoole of vertue,
and booke of good
nurture teaching children
and youth their duties
(STC) 22137 Seager English London J. Charlewood 1593 12 WP Y1616
1835 Sinseare Preachers The sincere preacher
proving that in whom is
adulation, avarice, or
ambition, he cannot be
sincere





A godly and holsom
preseruatyue against
disperacio[n] at al times
necessarye for the soule
(STC) 20204? Anon. English London W. Copland 1551 11 R Y1616
1837 Garden of Flores The garlande of godly
flowers bewtifully
adorned as most freshly
they flourish in the
gardeins of right faithfull
Christian writers







Aldermen of London on
Sunday the 6. of January,
Anno 1610
(STC) 23056 Speght English London J. Beale 1615 1 R Y1616
1839 Tree of Good and
Evill
The tree of good and
evill
(STC) 12185 Granger English London N. Okes 1616 4 R Y1616
1840 Laver of the Hart The laver of the heart; or
Bath of sanctification,
Preached at Pauls Crosse
the first of September
last, 1615
(STC) 20306 Price English London F. Kingston 1616 7 R Y1616
1841 Catoes Many Cato 3 AA, C Y1616
1842 Order of Court
Leete
The order of keeping a
court leet, and court
baron with the charges
appertayning to the same




1843 Divill and Dives A dreame of the devill
and Dives Most terrible
and fearefull to the




(STC) 16948 Lupton English London E. Allde 1615 2 R Y1616
1844 Discourse of
Parentes Honor
A discourse for parents
honour and authoritie











(STC) 6649.5-62.3 Dent English 4 R Y1616
1847 Huntinge of the
Romish Fox
The hunting of the
Romish foxe
(STC) 1823 Bell English London Ri. Bradock 1598 1 R Y1616
1848 Deuties of
Constables
The duties of constables,
borsholders, tythingmen,
and such other lowe and
lay ministers of the peace
(STC) 15159 Lambard English London A. Islip 1614 7 J Y1616
1849 Pastimes for
Parentes
A pastime for parents,
or, A recreation, to passe




(STC) 6624.4 Dent English London F. Kingston 1612 4 WP Y1616







(STC) 19715a Perkins English London J. Legat 1615 11 R Y1616
1852 more Cattachismes A short catechisme for
housholders with praiers
to the same adjoyning
(STC) 6719? Dering English London W. Jaggard 1614 10 R Y1616
1853 Egertons Catta A briefe methode of
catechizing
(STC) 7529 Egerton English London R. Field 1615 8 R Y1616
162
1854 padgets Catta Eusebii Pagetti
catechismus Latine
(STC) 19101? Pagit Latin London T. Vautrollier 1585 9 R Y1616
1855 Nowells Catta Many Nowell 3 R Y1616
1856 Dentes
Cattachismes
A plaine exposition of
the articles of our faith,




(STC) 6625.3-25.8 Dent English London Multiple 1589-
1616
1 R Y1616





Parker 2 R Y1616













(STC) 25920-2 Wither English London Multiple 1615 2 P Y1616
1861 Markhams
Methodd
Markhams methode (STC) 17381-81.5 Markham English London Multiple 1616 1 U Y1616
1862 Diett for the Soule English 1 R Y1616
1863 Mercurius Gallo-
belgicus
A relation of all matters
passed especially in
France and the Low-
Countries, touching the
causes of the warre now
in Cleveland
(STC) 20862 Isselt English London F. Kingston 1614 4 H Y1616
1864 Halls Decades Epistles, the first
volume: conteining two
decads
(STC) 12661.7-63.6 Hall English London Multiple 1608-
11
1 R Y1616
1865 Beyelicon Dora (STC) 14348-55? King James I Greek 1 F Y1616
1866 Seaven Wise
Maisters
The hystorie of the
seven wise maisters of
Rome







(STC) 21237 Rogers English London J. Windet 1589 6 R Y1616




divers texts of Scripture
(STC) 18579 Nid English London N. Okes 1616 1 R Y1616
1870 Admonetion out of
Joell
1588 11 R Y1616
1871 Apocraph of the
Bible with Psalmes


















2 AA, C Y1616
1874 Deus et Rex in
Lattin










Fenton 32 R Y1616
1876 A B Ces The A.B.C. with the
catechisme
Many English 80 AA Y1616
1877 Alminackes 54 E Y1616
1878 Horne Bookes Horn book 8 AA Y1616
1879 Venus and
Adonis
Venus and Adonis (STC) 22356-60b Shakespeare English London J. H. 1600 1 P Y1616
1880 Old English
Testaments
Bible English 1 B Y1616
1881 Gesner of
Sarpentes
The historie of serpents (STC) 24124 Topsell English London W. Jaggard 1608 2 U Y1616
1882 Cookes third part Le tierce part des
reportes del Edward
Coke
(STC) 5499-500 Coke French London A. Islip 1602
or
1610











as is gathered out of the
Holie Scriptures





A commentarie upon the
epistle of Saint Paule to
Philemon




Of the consecration of
the bishops in the
Church of England with
their succession,
jurisdiction, and other
things incident to their
calling
(STC) 17597 Mason English London R. Barker 1613 2 R Y1616




1888 Psalmes in folio Bible 1 B Y1616
1889 Davids Love to the
Word
Two profitable treatises
I. Of Davids love to the
word: II. Of Davids
meditation on the word
of God
(STC) 23317 Stoughton English London E. Griffin 1616 4 R Y1616
1890 Kinges Speech His Maiesties speach in
the Starre-Chamber, the
xx. of June. Anno 1616
(STC) 14397-97.7 King James I English London R. Barker 1616 2 JO Y1616
1891 Markhams
Maisterpeece




1892 Dodd on the
Proverbes
A briefe explanation of
the whole booke of the
Proverbs of Salomon
(STC) 5378-78.2 Cleaver English London F. Kingston 1615 2 R Y1616
1893 Bishopp Sandes
Sermons
Sermons of the most
Reverend Father in God,
Edwin Arch-bishop of
Yorke
(STC) 21714 Sandys English London J. Beale 1616 4 R Y1616
165
1894 Poesinge of the
Accidence
The posing of the parts.
Or, A most plaine and
easie way of examining
the accidence and
grammar
(STC) 3771 Brinsley, the
elder
English London H. Lownes 1615 3 AA Y1616
1895 Attersall on the
Sacramentes
The new covenant, or, A
treatise of the
sacraments
(STC) 889.5 Attersoll English London W. Jaggard 1614 2 R Y1616
1896 Gramer Schoole Ludus literarius, or, the
grammar schoole
shewing how to
proceede from the first
entrance into learning, to
the highest perfection
required in the grammar
schooles
(STC) 3768 Brinsley, the
elder
English London H. Lownes 1612 1 AA Y1616




Forset 2 F Y1616
1898 Accidences Many Grammar 25 AA Y1616
1899 Wilsons Christian
Dictionary




1900 Docter Boys Saint
Dayes, whole
An exposition of the
festivall Epistles and
Gospels, used in our
English liturgie





The mystery of selfe-
deceiving. Or A
discourse and discovery
of the deceitfullnesse of
mans heart





Tvvo treatises. The one,
of repentance, the other,
of Christs temptations
(STC) 7408-08.2 Dyke, the elder English London E. Griffin 1616 2 R Y1616
1903 Docter Boardes
Retractive













apostolique Church in al
points, and articles of
religion
(STC) 21227 Rogers English London R. Waldegrave 1587 1 R Y1616
1906 Bolton Happiness A discourse about the
state of true happinesse
delivered in certaine
sermons in Oxford, and
at Pauls Crosse
(STC) 3228-30 Bolton English London F. Kingston 1611-
1614
2 R Y1616
1907 Apocraphi of the
Bible





(BL) 1492.a.61.? Lubbertus Latin Franeker A. Radaeus 1611 1 R Y1616
1909 Buserus Defensu
Christi







(BL) 1009.d.15.(2.) Bucer Latin Geneva P. Chouet 1613 1 R Y1616
1910 Tortura Tortij Tortura Torti (STC) 626-626.5 Andrewes Latin London R. Barker 1609 1 R Y1616
1911 Jackson on the
Creede





Jackson English London W. Stansby 1613-
14
1 R Y1616








deluge in Perth, the 5. of
August, 1600. And the
doomesday of Britaine,
the 5. of November.
1605
(STC) 14426 King James I English London T. Creede 1607 4 N Y1616




A commentarie upon the
lamentations of Jeremie
(STC) 24497 Udall English London T. Creede 1608 3 R Y1616
1916 Kinges Edict Many English 1 JO Y1616
1917 Bishoppe of Elies
Sermons
The copie of the sermon
preached on Good




1604 (or) Two sermons
preached before the
Kings Majestie at
Whitehall. Of the birth
of Christ The one on
Christmas day anno
1609. The other on
Christmas last anno 1610
(STC) 598-98.5 or
(STC) 628
Andrewes English London R. Barker 1610 3 R Y1616
1918 Docter Mirretons
Sermon
A sermon of nobilitie
Preached at White-hall,
before the King in
February 1606




1919 Old Thrift An olde thrift newly
revived
(STC) 4923 Church English London W. Stansby 1612 2 U Y1616
1920 Saint Peters
Profices
Saint Peters prophesie of
these last daies





1921 Sermon on the
second Psalme
1 R Y1616
1922 Treatises on the
Lordes Supper
A treatise of the supper
of the Lord in
commemoration of his
death, and the manifolde
benefits thereby received




to disswade all Christians






(STC) 7140.5-42? Downame English London Multiple 1608-
1613
1 R Y1616
1924 Treatises of Anger Foure treatises tending
to disswade all Christians






(STC) 7140.5-42? Downame English London F. Kingston 1608 1 R Y1616
1925 Treatises of Usery A treatise of usurie
divided into three
bookes







1927 Surveyors Diologes The surveyors dialogue (STC) 18639-40b Norten English London Multiple 1607-
1610
1 U Y1616
1928 Ansquer to the
Popish Rime with
two other sermons
An answere to a popish
ryme, lately scattered
abroad in the west parts,
and much relyed upon
by some simply-seduced






A briefe treatise of
testaments and last willes
(STC) 23548 Swinburne English London W. Stansby 1611 1 J Y1616
169
1930 Kinges Lectures on
Jonas
Lectures upon Jonas
delivered at Yorke in the
yeare of our Lord 1594
(STC) 14979 King English London H. Lownes 1611 1 R Y1616
1931 Pauls Crowne of
Rejoyceing
Pauls crowne of
rejoycing. Or The maner
how to heare the word
with profit





(STC) 17847 Meung English London J. Pindley 1613 1 R Y1616
1933 Boys Litergie An exposition of al the
principall Scriptures used
in our English liturgie
together with a reason
why the church did
chuse the same






Five hundreth points of
good husbandrie






Christ made on the way
to Emaus to those two
sorowfull disciples
(STC) 20850-1 Rhegius English 1 R Y1616





(STC) 20814 Record English London J. Harrison 1602 1 S Y1616
1938 Guy of Warwick The famous historie, of
Guy Earle of Warwick
(STC) 21378 Rowlands English London E. Allde 1609 1 P Y1616
1939 Nyne Worthies The nine English
worthies






(STC) 3157 Blundeville English London H. Lownes 1609 1 U Y1616
1941 Docter Boys,
compleate
Many John Boys 1 R Y1616




1943 Dodd on the
Proverbes, whole
A briefe explanation of
the whole booke of the
Proverbs of Salomon
(STC) 5378-78.2 Cleaver English London F. Kingston 1615 1 R Y1616
1944 Bolton on the first
Psalme
A discourse about the
state of true happinesse
delivered in certaine
sermons in Oxford, and
at Pauls Crosse
(STC) 3228-30 Bolton English London F. Kingston 1611-
1614
1 R Y1616
1945 Lucta Jacobij Lucta Jacobi (STC) 14426 King James I English London T. Creede 1607 2 N Y1616
1946 Large Geneologie,
in folio
The genealogies of Holy
Scriptures
(STC) 23039-39.3 Speed English 1 R Y1616
1947 Taylor on Tytus A commentarie upon the
epistle of S. Paul written
to Titus
(STC) 23825-25a Taylor English Cambridge C. Legge 1612 1 R Y1616
1948 servis & one
psalms in large
quarto
Bible 2 B Y1616
1949 psalmes for Com
in quarto queares
Bible 2 B Y1616
1950 psalmes for bibles
in octavo queares
Bible 4 B Y1616
1951 psalmes in octavo
queares
Bible 6 B Y1616
1952 Psalmes, in quarto
and octavo





(STC) 17847 Meung English London J. Pindley 1613 1 P? Y1616
1954 Gramers Grammar 25 AA Y1616
1955 Single Psalters Bible 22 B Y1616
1956 Terrences Many Terentius Afer Latin 11 R Y1616
1957 Camdens Gramer Institutio Graecae
grammatices























(STC) 3774-74.3 Brinsley, the
elder




1962 Com & psalms in
octavo queares
Bible 1 B Y1616
1963 Tullis Offices De officiis Many Cicero Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
1964 Gramers construed Grammar 3 AA Y1616
1965 Valerius Logicke Many Valerius Latin 1567 1 AA Y1616





A dictionarie in English
and Latine for children,
and yong beginners
(STC) 25884-6 Withals Latin &
English









1969 Scalleger Poetises Poetices libri septem (BL) 1088.e.2. Scaliger Latin Heidelberg In Bibliopolio
Commeliniano
1607 1 P Y1616
1970 Tenter belly 1 Y1616




1972 Godes Providences A speciall treatise of
Gods providence and of
comforts against all
kinde of crosses and
calamities to be drawne
from the same








(STC) 10639-39.3 Fotherby English London W. Stansby 1616 4 R Y1616
1974 Apthonius Aphthonii
progymnasmata









A discourse of the
damned art of witchcraft



















1977 paper bookes 2 Y1616
1978 Garden of Flores
single
The garlande of godly
flowers bewtifully
adorned as most freshly
they flourish in the
gardeins of right faithfull
Christian writers
(STC) 24408-10 Twyne English London W. How 1574 11 R Y1616
1979 Catoes translated Cato translated
grammatically
(STC) 4859 Cato English London H. Lownes 1612 2 AA, C Y1616
1980 Ovid
Metamorphises
Metamorphosis Many Ovidius Naso 1 AA, C Y1616
1981 Doctrine of the
Bible
1 R Y1616





way to heaven, the
second part




1985 Aesopp Fables Fables (STC) 172, 181.5-82,
187
Aesopus English London Multiple 1585-
1596




contayned in five several
tractates
(STC) 12327 Greenwood English London G. Purslowe 1616 4 R Y1616
1987 psalter and
psalmes queares
Bible 1 B Y1616
173
1988 psalmes in four
parts
Bible 2 B Y1616
1989 Burneinge Bush The burning-bush, not
consumed




regarded, and The soules
solace against sorrow
(STC) 12868-68a Harrison English London F. Kingston 1612 6 R Y1616
1991 Twelve Patriarkes The testament of the
twelve patriarches the
sonnes of Jacob
(STC) 19469-70.5 Gilby or
Grosseteste





A briefe methode of
catechizing
(STC) 7529 Egerton English London R. Field 1615 2 R Y1616
1993 Courte Leete Le court leete (STC) 15017-24 Kitchin French London A. Islip 1607
or
1613
2 J, Z Y1616
1994 Deuties of
Constables
The duties of constables,
borsholders, tythingmen,
and such other lowe and
lay ministers of the peace
(STC) 15159 Lambard English London A. Islip 1614 1 J Y1616


















A godly and holsom
preservatyve against
disperacion at al times
necessarye for the soule


















the principall passages of
the holy storie
(STC) 12650-4 Hall English London Multiple 1612-
1615
1 R Y1616
2002 Mantuans (STC) 22980-2.7,
22983.5-4.6
Spagnuoli 2 AA? Y1616
2003 Catoes Many Cato 2 AA, C Y1616
2004 Esopp Fables in
English




Aesopus English London Multiple 1585-
1596
1 AA, C Y1616
2005 Passionate
Pilgrame
The passionate pilgrime (STC) 22341.5-43 Shakespeare English London W. Jaggard 1612 2 P Y1616




2007 Justin Justini ex Trogi Pompeii




Latin London T. Orwinus 1593 1 R Y1616
2008 Mother and
Childe
The mother and the
child, A short catechisme
or briefe summe of
religion
(STC) 5961.5 Craig English London H. Lownes 1611 2 R Y1616
2009 Mercurius Gallo-
belgicus
A relation of all matters
passed especially in
France and the Low-
Countries, touching the
causes of the warre now
in Cleveland
(STC) 20862 Isselt English London F. Kingston 1614 1 H Y1616
2010 Sinn against the
Holy Ghost
A treatise of the sin
against the holy ghost
made by M. Augustine
Marlorate
(STC) 17410 Marlorat English London J. Allde 1570 1 R Y1616









Jus regum, or, A defence
of the regall power and
soveraigne authoritie of
kings against the usurped
claime of the Romish sea
over them, and the late
monstrous paradoxes of
Jesuites in that behalfe
deragatorie unto it
(STC) 1782 Bede English London N. Okes 1612 2 R Y1616
2014 Docter and
Student
The dialogue in English,
betweene a Doctor of
Divinitie, and a student
in the lawes of England
(STC) 21559-80 Saint-German English 2 J, L? Y1616
2015 Aesopp Fables Fables (STC) 172, 181.5-82,
187
Aesopus English London Multiple 1585-
1596
1 AA, C Y1616
2016 A B Ces The A.B.C. with the
catechisme
(STC) 17.7-20.8 English 100 AA Y1616
2017 Burden of a
loadened
Conscience
The burthen of a loaden
conscience
(STC) 14950-2 Kilby English Cambridge C. Legge 1608-
1616
4 R Y1616














(STC) 14665-6 Johnson Latin London J. Beale 1615 1 P Y1616
2022 Peters Watchword Saint Peters watch word
the end of all things is at
hand
(STC) 17683a Mavericke English London I. W. 1603 1 R Y1616





2024 Perkins on the
Law
A profitable booke of
Master John Perkins,
fellow of the Inner
Temple




2025 Litelton in French Les tenures de Monsieur
Littleton
(STC) 15754-6 Littleton French London Multiple 1604-
1612
1 J, Z Y1616
2026 Ascams Epistles Disertissimi viri Rogeri
Aschami
(STC) 829 Ascham Latin London A. Hatfield 1590 2 R Y1616
2027 Mothers Blessing The mothers blessing (STC) 15402 Leigh English London J. Budge 1616 1 P Y1616
2028 History of the
Bible
The history of the Bible
briefly collected by way
of question and answere











2030 Ignatius Conclave Ignatius his conclave or
his inthronisation in a
late election in hell
(STC) 7027 Donne English London N. Okes 1611 2 R Y1616
2031 Homilies (STC) 13638.5-81.3 Homilies 1 R Y1616
2032 Mans Mortallatie Elyot? English 1 R Y1616
2033 Sanctuary The sanctuarie of a
troubled soule
(STC) 13003.5-5a.5 Hayward English London Multiple 1601-
1610
1 R Y1616
2034 Stafe of Comfort A staffe of comfort to
stay the weake from
falling very needfull for
the afflicted




2036 Disce Mory Disce mori (STC) 23474-80 Sutton Latin London Multiple 1600-
1616
1 R Y1616
2037 Textors Epistles Epistolae Joannis Ravisii
textoris
Many Ravisius Textor Latin 8 AA Y1616
2038 Textors Diologes Dialogi aliqvot
festiuissimi
(STC) 20761 Ravisius Textor Latin London H. Bynneman 1581 7 AA Y1616
2039 Manutius Epistles Epistolarum Pauli
Manutii libri XII
(STC) 17289 Manuzio Latin London Ri. Bradock 1603 2 R Y1616
177
2040 Tullis Orations Orationum Many Cicero Latin 4 AA, C Y1616
2041 Textors Epetheton Epithetorum Joann.
Rauisii Textoris
(STC) 20763 Ravisius Textor Latin London He. Jackson 1595 2 AA Y1616
2042 Erasmus Colloqui Familiarium
colloquiorum opus
(STC) 10451? Erasmus Latin London H. Bynneman 1571 1 R Y1616
2043 Psalters in sixteene Bible 8 B Y1616
2044 Godly Gardens A godlie garden out of
the which most
comfortable hearbs may
be gathered for the
health of the wounded
conscience of all
penitent sinners
(STC) 11559 Anon. English London Ri. Bradock 1607 4 R Y1616
2045 Garlaine of Godly
Flores
The garlande of godly
flowers bewtifully
adorned as most freshly
they flourish in the
gardeins of right faithfull
Christian writers




the summe of Christian
religion, giving a most
excellent light to all
those that seek to enter
the path-way to saluation
(STC) 11848 Gifford English London T. Dawson 1583 3 R Y1616
2047 Deringes
Cattachismes
A briefe and necessarie
catechisme
(STC) 6682.3 Dering English London W. Jaggard 1614 2 R Y1616
2048 psalmes Bible 2 B Y1616
2049 Psalmes in thirty-
two
Bible 4 B Y1616
2050 Sivell Law Booke 1 J Y1616
2051 Eurepides in
Lattin
Many Euripides Latin 1 AA, C Y1616
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2052 Cornu Copia Cornu-copiae, Pasquils
night-cap: or, Antidot
for the head-ache
(STC) 10782.5 Fennor English London T. Thorp 1612 2 P Y1616
2053 Jeroms Index 1 Y1616
2054 Erasmus on the
New Testament
The first tome or volume
of the Paraphrase of
Erasmus upon the newe
testamente
(STC) 2854-54.5 Erasmus English London E. Whitchurch 1548 1 R Y1616



























Harrington 1 R Y1616
2059 old lattin
dictionary
Grammar Latin 1 Y Y1616
2060 Martialls
Phisickes






(STC) 5689 Cooper English &
Latin
London H. Bynneman 1584 1 Y Y1616
2062 History of France A general inventorie of
the history of France
from the beginning of
that monarchie, unto the
treatie of Vervins, in the
year 1598




2063 Pandectus 1 Y1616




Many Hippocrates 1 AA, C Y1616
2066 Fortune Book Earlier edition of
(STC) 3306?
Spirito English 1 Q Y1616
2067 Jeroms Bible Bible 1 B Y1616
2068 Ordering of
Bishoppes




(STC) 16467 Church of
England
English London R. Barker 1607 1 R Y1616




English nation made by
sea or over-land, to the
remote and farthest
distant quarters of the
earth, at any time within
the compasse of these
1600. yeres
(STC) 12626a? Hakluyt English London G. Bishop 1599-
1600
1 T Y1616
2070 Pleas of the
Crowne in French
An Epitaph upon the
death of the right worthy
and worsh. gent. S.
Edward Stanhope,
Knight, deceased
(STC) 23224 Staunford French London A. Islip 1607 1 J Y1616
2071 Old folio bookes 13 Y1616
2072 Old Statutes sticht 14 JO Y1616











A colleccion of all the
statutes (from the
begynning of Magna
Carta unto the yere of
our Lorde, 1557) which




English London W. Rastell 1 JO Y1616
2075 Aristotle in
Greeke
Many Aristoteles Greek 1 AA, C Y1616






Venice G. Varisco 1585 1 AA Y1616
2077 Verons Dictionary A dictionarie in Latine
and English
(STC) 24678 Veron English &
Latin





(STC) 12469 Cauliaco English London T. East 1579 1 V Y1616
2079 Defense against
Poyson
A defensative against the
poyson of supposed
prophesies
(STC) 13858 Howard English London J. Charlewood 1583 1 R Y1616
2080 Manutius Gramer Many Manuzio 1 AA Y1616
2081 Gramer with
paper in yt
Grammar 1 AA Y1616
2082 Musters Hebru
Gramer
Many Münster Hebrew 1 AA Y1616
2083 Copia Verborum Copia verborum (STC) 10473? Erasmus Latin London H. Middleton 1573 1 AA Y1616
2084 Ramus Greek
Gramer
Many Ramus Greek 1 AA Y1616
2085 Erasmus on
Mathew
Many Erasmus 1 R Y1616




1 AA, C Y1616
2087 Vallentius Valla Many Valla? 1 Y1616
2088 Quintus Cursius The hisorie of Quintus
Curtius conteining the




English London T. Creede 1602 1 H Y1616
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2089 Hermanus Hamelmann? 1 Y1616
2090 Londale contra
Ridley
Londale? 1 R? Y1616
2091 John Roffensis 1 R? Y1616
2092 Fishers Book Fisher 1 R? Y1616
2093 Second part of
Mirour of Knight
houde
The second part of the
Myrror of knighthood
(STC) 18866-7 Ortunez de
Calahorra




2094 Ethiopian History An AEthiopian historie (STC) 13044-5 Heliodorus
Emesenus




2095 Estate of English
Fugitives
The estate of English
fugitiues under the king










Many Galenus 1 V Y1616
2097 old lattin gramers Grammar Latin 4 AA Y1616
2098 Ascams
Schoolemaister
The scholemaster (STC) 836 Ascham English London A. Jeffes 1589 1 AA Y1616
2099 Nowells
Cattachismes
Many Nowell 1 AA Y1616
2100 Churchyeardes
Choyce
A generall rehearsall of
warres, called
Churchyardes choise
(STC) 5235.2 Churchyard English London J. Kingston 1579 1 P Y1616
2101 Old bookes in
quarto
18 Y1616







2103 English booke English 1 Y1616
2104 Greeke book Greek 1 Y1616
2105 Lattin Bookes Latin 2 Y1616
2106 Eurepides in two
volumes, Greek
Many Euripides Greek 1 AA, C Y1616
2107 Cornelius Agrippa Many Agrippa English 1 R? Y1616
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2108 Imitation of Christ Of the imitation of
Christ
(STC) 23979-82.5 Thomas à
Kempis








raigne novv in the vvorld
(STC) 4372? Calvin English London R. Hall 1561 1 R Y1616
2110 Court Leete in
French
Le court leete (STC) 15023-24 Kitchen French London A. Islip 1607
or
1613
1 J, Z Y1616
2111 Apthonius Aphthonii
progymnasmata





2 AA, C Y1616
2112 old gramer Grammar 1 AA Y1616
2113 Erasmus de
ratione scribendi
Many Erasmus Latin 1 AA Y1616
2114 Old bookes in
octavo
92 Y1616










Veltkirch? Latin 1 S Y1616
2117 Abces The A.B.C. with the
catechisme




2119 other in octavo 10 Y1616











Grammar 1 AA Y1616




2124 Ramus Logick The logike of the most
excellent philosopher P.
Ramus martyr
(STC) 15247 Ramus English London T. Vautrollier 1581 1 AA Y1616








An admonition: to all
such as shall intend
hereafter to enter the
state of matrimonie
godly, and agreeable to
lawes
(STC) 19288 Parker English London E. White 1605 100 J, R Y1616
2128 Bibles & other
smale Bookes
Bible B N1629




2131 schole Bookes 8 AA N1629
2132 dubble Testament Many Bible 1 B N1629
2133 single Testaments Many Bible 3 B N1629
2134 prayer Bookes not
made upp
Many Bible English B N1629
2135 Booke called the
devine essence
A treatise of the divine
essence and attributes
(STC) 14318.5 Jackson English London M. F. 1628 1 R N1629
2136 other schole Bookes 8 AA N1629
2137 smale Bookes 2 N1629
2138 primmers Many 9 B N1629
